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With the increase in urb~mization ID the world, the demand for housing,
employment and sern.ces has increased. This has caused the spread of
commercial activities into residential areas to cater for the increased need for
commercial space, as the supply has not kept pace with demand. The increase in
the use of private motor vehicles has spread the cities of today over larger areas
creating transport routes that cany high volumes of traffic. These pressures have
resulted in residential areas adjacent to these routes being targeted by office,
sern.ces, industrial and, in some cases, even light industrial developments.
In the Durban area the City Council has been pressured by developers into
changing the .land uses along main arterial roads such as Umbilo Road and
Stamford Hill Road and areas around large shopping centers which were once
predominantly residential. These development have not only replaced the old
residential qualities along these roads, but have also begun to exert pressure on
residential areas and feeder roads further away from the main activity corridor,
such as Davenport Road which feeds into Umbilo Road.
In this report I will look at the problems facing the development of a precinct of
mixed land use in the metropolitan area of Durban. At present the development
of these areas are made up of individual sites that have been developed
independent of each other. This creates problems in terms of access between
adjacent developments, as well as other facilities in the area, traffic flows (both
pedestrian and vehicular movement), and parking. With this background I will
look at what needs to be done to improve the characteristics of a mixed land use
area using the Davenport Road precinct as a case study. This precinct is an area
of mixed land use including light industrial activities, "listed" buildings,
co~ercial activities as well as residential lots. The area includes an emerging
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strip development along Davenport Road as well as a nodal development in the
fonn of the Davenport Square Shopping Center. It is these nodes and interface
areas as well as policies such as listed buildings, developments next to shopping
zones and existing use rights that have led to the increase in mixed land use
activities within the Davenport precinct..
1.2 RESEARCH QUESTION:
With the transition of land around existing nodes and areas in close contact with
main transport routes, from residential to commercial use, the following
questions must be asked: Are existing zoning and building regulations, of the
present Town Planning Scheme, suitable to co-ordinate the provision of
parking, access to sites, as well as the creation of clear pedestrian links between
activities, so that single lot developments can be combined to create an
integrated enVironment for the users? What changes need to be made to the
existing regulations and what design principles need to be introduced to achieve
this coordinated development?
1.3 HYPOTHESIS:
The existing regulations and design principles for the development of individual
lots need to be adapted to facilitate the integration of areas of mixed land
use,created by a number of phenomenon, such as listed buildings, existing use
rights, and close locality to shopping zones, into a coordinated area of mixed
1
land use that provides controlled development, which meets the needs of access,
parking and pedestrian linkages within an integrated development. A more
holistic approach to development using "Action Plans" needs to replace existing
site by site development. Given this approach, new design principles and
adaptation of regulations need to be introduce to facilitate this refOlm.
2
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1.4 ASSUMPTIONS:
The following assumptions. are made:
1. That there are regulations in place that regulate the development of
individual sites. These regulations being: national acts, provincial ordinances,
town planning schemes, listed buildings, shopping zones, and interface
zones.
2. Current Town Planning Schemes encourage only site by site rather than area
wide development.
3. The transition of land occurs around nodes and along main transport routes
and the current policies encourage change adjacent to nodes. It is individual
residential sites that are pressurized into changing.
4. These areas have problems such as inadequate parking, congestion, unclear
circulatim1. routes, and no links to each other or to the major nodes.
1.5 METHODOlOGYI CHAPTER OUTLINE:
This report is divided into 6 chapters, the first chapter sets out the research
question, hypothesis and assumptions. In the second chapter the Defmition of
key phrases will be explained. The third chapter is the literature review. The
literature review selVes as the background upon which the design principles and
adaptation of regulations will be based. The collection of information for the
Literature review was from secondary resources. The Fourth chapter will look at
the formulation of Design Principles using literature reviewed in chapter three.
The Fifth chapter contains the case study of the Davenport precinct. This study
involves looking at the existing situation, peoples perception of the area, (using
inteIViews and questionnaire to obtain this information) and finally, the Town
planning regulations that effect development in the area which was obtained
through inteIViews with the City Council and the analysis of the Berea South
Town Planning Scheme. The Final Chapters will look at design principles and
3
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changes in regulations that enable individual developments to become integrated
and work as one unit.
An area within the Davenport precinct (with specific problems) will be used to
show how these design principles and changes to regulations could achieve an
integrated development.
4




2.1 . ADAPTATION OF EXISTING REGULATIONS:
Existing regulations can be divided into two main groups; Firstly there is
the Town Planning Scheme, which controls the use of land within an
area. Secondly there are development controls, which are regulations/
guidelines that regulate form, intensity, location, amount of buildings,
parking, height and open space on a site. At present the existing
regulations are not suitable for the type of development that occurs
around nodes and within integrated developments, as the regulations are
"
set up to address externalities created by adjacent lots and control the
conflict these externalities may create. The regulations do not pro-
actively promote the integrated adjacent developments. The adaptation
of existing regulations would include the changing of zoning as well as
development control. Regulations would have to promote interaction
between indiviqual developments through pedestrian linkages and
movement as well as parking requirements.
2.2 DESIGN PRINCIPLES:
Design principles are a set of principles that would be used to create a
coordinated development. These principles would be used in the design
of new development to allow for the integration of individual lots into a
an area that provides parking, pedestrian access and linkages. These
principles would either be in the form of a master plan, which is more
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principles that would guide development in a specific area. This master
plan would guide development through the type of activities and the
interaction between activities. Design principles could also include a set
of requirements that a developer must follow to enable the integration
of individual lots into coordinated group development.. These
requirements being; the. relationship of the development to surrounding
- activities, location of parking areas and integration of pedestrian access
into existing systems. These design principles would also be linked to an
adaptation in the regulations to allow for the use of these design
principles.
TRANSITION OF RESIDENTIAL LAND:
Residential areas are made up of single lots, predominately used for
housing. The housing may be in the form of detached, semi-detached,
.duplexs and flats. The transition occurs on all types, but is easier on
detached housing lots. The transition of these residential lots occurs
when the. land use changes from special residential to general
residential, commercial or industrial uses. This change occurs due to
pressures placed on the land from surrounding uses or the area being
located near existing transition zones. This transition occurs when
existing housing, be it detached or flats, are altered to accommodate
office space, retail space etc.
MIXED LAND USE PRECINCT:
A mixed land use precinct is a developed urban area that contains a
number of different land uses. Mixed land use can occur:
• within a building or lot in the form of a more than one land use type
within a building or on a lot;
• in separate buildings on the same lot; and
6
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• different land uses adjacent to each other on different lots.
These uses range from residential and commercial to industrial. The
location of these land uses are random and are subject to policies
promoting development. These policies include the development of
listed buildings, areas around existing shopping zones being able to be
altered and area that have been zoned for specific uses.
2.5 COORDINATED DEVELOPMENT:
A coordinated development is a group of individual activities located in
close proximity due to the area's high accessiblitity. A coordinated
development is where each individual unit is integrated into a group of
"linked" developments through controlled development, which means
the use of design principles and revised regulations that provide for




Access is the point at which both traffic and pedestrians enter specific
sites. These points can be doors, stairways, paths as well as entrances
and exits to parking areas.
2.7 PARKING:
This is the area allocated to the storage of vehicles when not in use.
Parking can come in the form of: curb parking (where vehicles are
parked along the edge of streets); on site parking (where developments
provide parking when developing the site); and where structures or areas
are totally set aside for parking (such as garages and parking lots). In
7
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tenus of office, commercial and industrial developments parking can be
separated into three groups:
• Parking for business vehicles: space is provided for the loading and
unloading of goods, as well as_ for the storage of delivery vehicles
over night (or when not in use).
• Parking for employ~es: These areas are for people using their own
vehicles to get to work. Cars are parked in the morning and only
used again when leaving work or during the day to visit clients.
• Parking for customers: This area needs to be highly accessible and
visible to passing vehicles. It is also noted that this type of parking
has a quick ''turn-over'' ofvehicles.
2.8. PEDESTRIAN LINKAGES:
Pedestrian linkages are the routes, between access points, that join
.,
developments. These routes can be formed by the built environment
such as streets and buildings and existing access points. Routes can also
be formed by areas of open space. Lastly present pedestrian route are
the most rigid type of linkage.
8
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CHAPTER THREE:
LITERATURE REVIEW
3.1 FUTURE OF MIXED LAND USE AREAS:
Mixed land use occurs where adhoc responses to pressures for change result in
a "fine grain" intenningling of different land uses compared to "course grain"
large zones of land use. This ''fine grain" of mixed land use occurs in transtion
zones, areas around major foc~ along transport routes. These areas of mixed
land use can be in the form shopping and residential, shopping and offices,
shopping and personal services, and light and service industry.
The need for commercial land has been increased by activities located in the
Central Business District moving outwards from the transitional zone where
commercial and industrial activities have extended pressure on residential areas
to change to commercial uses. These externalities such as noise, pollution,
congestion on the roads, are placed on the residential areas, which in turn causes
the residential value of the land to decrease. With the high taxes and land values
in the inner city, businesses tend to look to the outer transition zone for the
location of business and offices, due to the low costs and the existing regulations
that allow for the easy development of single lots.
According to Lynch the introduction of mixed land use precincts into residential
areas increases the land value in terms of commercial activities as the demand
for commercial land in these areas increase. TIlls demand for co~ercial land
also increases the density of the area as the land is used more efficiently to
maximise profits. This increase in the density also increases the number of
potential consumers (Lynch 1960). The development of uncontrolled
commercial land use in the residential areas, brings with it problems such as,
congestion on the roads, noise, pollution and the lack of provision of adequate
9
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parking for the users. With these problems, business has now moved away from
individual developments and into shopping centers and malls which have
parking areas. The crime and costs are also lower. With activities moving into
shopping centers and malls the areas of mixed land use have decayed. These
areas have been occupied by activities that are declining and are unsuitable for
location in malls and shopping centers.
A survey conducted among members of the American Planning Association in
Oregon by Howe and Rabiega in 1992 showed that the planners clearly
regarded planned shopping centers more favorably than individual commercial
activities across a broad spectrum of design, operational, and merchandising
attributes. Results of the Survey found the following problems with individual
developments (Howe and Rabiega 1992):
• Individual developments' use of land was not as efficient as shopping
centers.
• Traffic problems were worse in areas of individual developments than in
integrated planned shopping centefS.
• Inadequate parking is more of a problem with individual developments than
in shopping centers.
• A precinct of individual mixed land use activities becomes aesthetically
repugnant and disorderly which causes these areas to present a negative
visual impression.
• People found it easier and more pleasant to shop in shopping centers, as
they have better pedestrian access. These problems relate to commercial
activities and not office activities, but the principles can be applied to office
areas.
The survey also deduced that these precincts of individual developments cannot
be eliminated, but rather they should be regulated with strict design controls and
zoning. A large number of the planners interviewed indicate that commercial
ID
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areas were appropriate in dense urban residential areas for local,
neighbourhood, and convenience shops.
According to Bray, there is a trend in South Mrica for commercial activities to
move back into individual lot developments. The article states the following
reasons for this movement backto individual lot developments (Bray 1992):
• Improves human scale and personalizes the area. The shopper is not
intimidated by large shopping areas with high walls and large crowds.
• There is a better relationship between large shops and smaller line shops that
increase the pedestrian flow.
• Better integration of the shopping area into the surrounding residential areas,
the large shopping center is out of place in the residential areas, while an
area made up of smaller shops blends in with surrounding residential areas.
The area is also integrated into the residential area through the use of
pathways and shop frontages.
.,
• The smaller more personalized shops create a more shopper friendly
atmosphere.
With this movement back to a more personalized development there are still
problems such as congestion, parking, and shop signage that need to be
addressed to make the mixed land use precinct a safe and friendly place to shop
and obtain services.. Some other problems that create a negative impression is
that of drawing pedestrian traffic along walkways as pedestrians move along the
most direct route between parking and destination. Shops need signage to attract
customers which creates an unsightly facade. Trading hours need to be geared
to customer needs, and the openness of the area makes security difficult to
control (Bray 1992). The above statement applies to shopping areas but the
principles such as improving human scale, better relationship with surrounding
areas, better integration with residential areas, and smaller personalized areas
can be applied to office developments with in a mixed land use area.
11
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In the city of Boston (Banerjee and Southworth, 1990) local planners attempted
to stop the development of precincts of mixed land use by rezoning existing
areas to residential or institutional use and consolidating the remaining
commercial activities into centers. This process was a slow and painful one and
it was hard to fmd activities that would replace the unwanted commercial
activities. With the removal of these activities in one area, new areas of mixed
land use would develop in other or surrounding areas.
The removal of areas of mixed land use according to Lynch was not the solution
"given our economy and our way of holding land, given our reliance on the
private car, the commercial precinct is likely and advantageous pattern, but one
that is capable of great improvement" (Banerjee and Southworth, 1990 pg.
615). The development of a coordinated mixed land use area will support the
normal behavior of people, allowing them to move and act with ease and have
.,
access to what they need. The area will also inform users of time, location,
presence of other people, history and· public rules. It will also protect the user
from the climate, noise, pollution and danger. Finally the area should provide a
pleasant visual rhythm and continuity as well as exploit the precinct's aesthetic
potential (Banerjee and Southworth, 1990).
Mixed land use precincts may be congested, noisy, polluted and dangerous but
they are here to stay. As long as the land value is lower, and 'the central
business district is congested, expensive, and the regulation allows for easy
development, the private sector will exploit these areas. Even if the use of
private transport is reduced it seems likely that a more compact form of mixed
land use precinct, based on public transport and pedestrian and bicycle routes,
would emerge.
12
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3.2. LAND USE CONTROL AND REGULATIONS:
Throughout the ages various fonns of land use control have been exercised,
building codes were imposed some 5 000 years ago in India, Julius Caesar
restricted traffic in the center of Rome, Augustus limited the height of buildings
in Rome, and in Athens public. health codes required waste to be disposed of
2000m beyond the city walls (M. Branch, 1983). The modern land use controls
and regulations date back to 1926 and are based on the D.S. Department of
Commerce's Standard Zoning Enabling Act (ULI, Residential Development
Handbook, 1978). These limitations are imposed by the central authority and
enforced by its regulatory apparatus. With the rapid increase in development in
the past twenty years the land use controls have been unable to maintain the
desired control over land use.
The Town Planning Scheme is the most common control tool used in South
Mrica today. The Scheme seeks to regulate the externalities created by different
land uses. The Scheme tries to prevent individual lots from imposing
externalities such as .pollution, noise, violation of space on the privacy of other
lots. The Scheme uses zoning as a method of ensuring that land uses
complement one another and it limits any conflict between land uses by placing
similar land uses together. The Scheme is implemented in a way that controls
the development of individual sites through zoning, coverage, setbacks, parking,
and bulk etc. The Scheme does not take into account the relationship between
adjacent lots. Zoning Schemes restrict the personal interest of landowners in
favor of the public interest. Public safety, health, and welfare is protected by
limiting some rights of properties. Zoning is a tenn applied to locally adopted
regulations that prescribe the manner in which all privately owned land may be
used within the jurisdictional limits of the governing body (American Public
Health Association, 1948). The zoning district specifies the use of the land, the
building heights, bulk factor, location of buildings, density of the area, the area
of a lot which may be used, and the size of the open space required
13
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The Zoning component of the Town Planning Scheme lists specific purposes
for zoning, the first purpose is to promote the general welfare of the community
through promoting health, safety, and morals. Secondly the purpose of Zoning
is to lesson the congestion on the streets; to ensure safety from fire, panic, and
other dangers; to provide adequate light and air; to prevent overcrowding; avoid
undue concentration of population; and to facilitate the adequate provision of
transportation, water, sewage, schools, parks, and other public requirements
CULl, Residential Development Handbook, 1978).
The zonmg system controls intensity, location or position and form of
development through the use of several regulations. Some of these regulations
control both intensity and location of buildings on the lot.
DENSITY:
Density controls the intensity of development within a Town Planning
Scheme area. The correct implementation of density standards within
zoning schemes, and within· subdivision regulations assure that
crowding, eIl;croachment on daylight and other blight inducing factors
can be controlled. Density can be controlled by using the following
planning regulations. The plot size, this controls the number of potential
dwelling units per hectare. The smaller the plots the larger the number of
dwelling units. This in turn increases the number of households and
population per hectare.
SETBACKS:
The use of setbacks also controls intensity (Figure 1), but also provides
control over the positioning of buildings within a lots boundaries.
Setbacks also prevent buildings being place in specific areas such as to
close to the street reserve. Setbacks are used to provide adequate space,
light and ventilation, as well as safety from fife, and aesthetic
14
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considerations. Setbacks are usually expressed in terms of front, rear,
and side yard requirements.
Front or street setbacks are indicated in a number of ways; a minimum
distance from the front lot boundary; in relationship to other frontages
or street setbacks in the neighbourhood; a set number of meters from the












Figure 1: Setbacks use to control intensity
and create space between buildings
The topography, frontage and depth of the lot will affect the depth of
the street setback. Side setbacks vary according to the height or length of
building as well as the number of buildings on the lot. The proximity to
other buildings on other lots also affect the depth of side setbacks. The
rear setbacks can be expressed in either a distance or a percentage of the
total plot depth. The rear setback needs to be of a generous distance so
15
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that services can be placed in this area to avoid problems with
maintenance and access to services and to ensure services are kept away
from the buildings.
BULK FACTOR AND FLOOR AREA RATIO:
The Bulk Factor and Floor Area Ratio are used to control the intensity
. of development by restricting or limiting the maximum amount of floor
space that can be built on a single lot. Building Bulk or Floor Area Ratio
(FAR), this is the total floor space of all stories used on a plot, divided
by the area of the plot. The FAR is usually is used in combination with a
limit on the number of units allowed on a site, to prevent the building of
small units to increase profits.
F.A.R. = TOTAL BUILDING FLOOR AREA
TOTAL LOT AREA
BUILDING COVERAGE.
Building coverage is the total land area that is taken up by buildings.
For instance a plot of 1000m2 with a coverage of 40% means that 400m2




Figure 2: Building coverage
16
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This regulation controls the number of the building by restricting the
amount of area within the building envelope that can be built on. If the
building covers too large a percentage of the plot, insufficient outdoor
space will remain for various uses conducive to health. The lack of space
will result in in-adequate circulation and ventilation as well as create a
high building density.
BUILDING HEIGHT:
The zoning scheme regulates the building height for both intensity and
.fonnlshape of buildings. The FAR, Bulk is controlled by restricting the
height of buildings, thus controlling the number of units or activities
within a lot. The restriction ofheight controls the position of the building
on the site. The higher the building the greater the setback from the lot
boundaries, thus restricting the location of the building from the site
boundaries.
The building height can be controlled by restricting the number of floors
or the total height of a building. For example, where buildings are
located near the ocean, buildings heights can be controlled through
restricting buildings to heights above Mean Sea Level (MSL) (Figure 3).
This enables sea breezes to circulate more efficiently (to more buildings)
as well as provide more buildings with sea views. The restriction of
building heights to within an angle taken from the street, enable more
daylight to reach the street and buildings (See figure 4). The control of
building heights not only controls intensity but also the conflict between
land uses for ventilation and views.
17
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SEA BREEZE
Figure 3: BUilding height controlfromMSL
BlIlDNG STREET
Figure 4: BUilding height controls angle from the street
PARKING:
For a Zoning Scheme to provide a safe, health environment it needs to
control the form of development. This is done by controlling the
parking. The congestion on the roads has a direct relationship to the
number of parking bays both on and off the street parking. The zoning
scheme regulates parking through stipulating the number of parking bays
required by each individual development. The number of parking bays
varies between land uses. Residential only requires one parking bay per
dwelling unit, while activities such as shops need a larger amount due to
18
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the number of users. The number of parking bays are calculated using a
number of formulas, such as parking bay per number of dwelling units,
parking bays per area of floor space, and parking bays per number of
seats or beds. The formulas used vary according to the desired results.
RESlDENl1Al. AREA PEDESJRIAN WAY PARKING COM~RCIAl. SJRtP
Figure 5: Use afLandscaping in urban design
ACCESS:
The control of the location of access and the number of access points to
a lot will influence the form and location of developments on a lot. The
control of access is an important regulation in terms of creating a safe
environment for persons using both the road network as well as the
pedestrian system. The restrictions on the location of access point to
parking area and lots helps prevent congestion on the roads. The
location of an access point to close to an intersection could result in
conflict between vehicles turning into parking areas and vehicles stopped
at the intersection, thus creating areas of congestion and conflict (Figure
6). The control of the number of access points to lots, from the road,
also minimizes the conflict between the pedestrian and the automobile,
as vehicles turning in to lots have to cross the pedestrian routes.
19
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Figure 6: Conflict caused by access points
In recent years the underlying assumption of the zoning scheme, that
land uses must be segregated, has come into question. Critics have
attacked conventional zoning by separating incompatible uses, arguing
that cities instead need a more integrated and c1ose-grained diversity of
uses that give each other constant mutual support, both economically
and socially (Jane Jacobs, 1962). In the past zoning has ahnost entirely
been negative. Recent thinking has tried to remove the zonings
deficiencies by moving to a more beneficial integration of different land
uses at a proper scale, and to emphasizing incentives for better designs,
provision of amenities and other public activities (ULI,' Mi'\ed-use
Development Handbook, 1987).
A number of new zoning techniques have been introduced to
accomplish these suggestions. For example in California and Canada
authorities have introduced a number of new ordinances that fonn part
of the existing zoning ordinance. The Planned Unit Development (PUD)
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ordinance has been increasingly used in the suburban communities. The
ordinance increases the flexibility in design and sitting of developments.
Development plans are arrived at through negotiation between
developers and the planning authorities. This allows the developer higher
densities, more flexible design, and saving on the building costs while in
return the community has more control over the development and the
. provision of public amenities.
The Special-Purpose District like the PUD ordinance forms part of the
existing zoning ordinance. While the PUD is designed primarily for new
developments, the Special Purpose District is for the protection of
existing areas.
Finally the Mixed Land Use Zone scheme, unlike the above planning
tools, permits and encourages mixture of land uses within an area that
was once of a single use, such as a residential area. One of the earliest
examples of the promotion ofmixed land use was in Washington D.e.
where the 1974 amendment to the zoning code designated areas' as
mixed land use districts (The 1986 version ofthe ordinance appears in
Appendix A). The amendment made incentives and bonuses, such as
increases in FAR and additional height available, provided various land
uses or amenities were included in developments.
.In South Africa, the main development control tool is the Town
Planning Scheme. The Town Planning scheme is created at a provincial
level but is applied at local level. The Town Planning Scheme comprises
two parts, frrstly there is the zoning scheme map which sets out the land
uses within an area. The second part is the written report containing
regulations that control the development and the urban form. These
regulations are: density, building form, floor coverage, floor area ratio,
height, setbacks, open space, parking, landscaping, and access.
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In the past few years there has been increased pressure for development
where transitional areas meet residential areas, in most town and cities in
South Africa. The existing town planning scheme is unable to provide
regulations that control the conflict between these land uses. To control
this conflict many local authorities have introduced buffer zones. This
involves a gradation from high intensity uses down to low intensity
. residential uses. In Durban the authorities introduced Controlled
Interface Zones which are superimposed over existing zoning stipulated
in the Town Planning Scheme, for the proposed development area
(Monitor, Vol 7, 1989). The intention of the new controlled interface
zone is to allow, by Special Consent, the establishment of non-
residential activities to act as interface between existing residential areas
and the transition zone. To keep the visual character of a residential area
intact the Town Planning Scheme regulations such as, floor area ratio,
coverage, building lines, height, and rear space of the zone (on which
the controlled interface zone was placed) will be kept. The appearance
and design of buildings were also controlled in these areas to retain the
residential character of surrounding areas. Further controls of the new
interface zone include, the design of access and parking to restrict traffic
movement into residential areas and the control of signage, pollution and
.storage. These controls not only preserve the existing character of the
areas but also improved the visual character.
The establishment of Action Plans is another form of development
control. Action Plans are created from a set of design principles that are
then applied to a specific area. The intention of an action plan is to
develop the area using a set of principles. The action plan takes into
account what is existing and works to implement the design principles
into the existing situation. The action plan covers small a~eas and takes
urban design principles into account.
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3.3. DESIGN PRINCIPLES AND LAND USES:
The present conflict and uncoordinated development of land use types and
zonings in mixed land use.precincts make these areas unpleasant for the user.
The uncoordinated development of individual lots within a precinct of related
uses causes problems for the user such as lack of parking, access, congestion,
pollution, and noise. In so many ways areas of mixed land use fails it's user.
Some of these problems are specific to a particular type of person but most of
these failures are felt by almost everyone that frequents the precinct. According
to Lynch a well designed mixed land use precinct will (Banerjee and
Southworth, 1990):
• Support the normal behavior of people, it will allow people to move freely,
have access to what they need, and permit them to be sociable rather than
merely task-oriented activities;
• Inform them. A precinct of mixed land uses should relate time, location,
,
function, the presence of other people, and public rule in a clear and
interesting way;
• Promote their health, comfort and safety. The area should protect the user
from the natural elements, pollution, noise and other types of stress; and
• Engage and delight the user. It should provide continuity, visual rhythm and
exploit the esthetic potential of the area.
For a mixed land use precinct to become a good public area, and provide the
above features, the following elements and issues need to be addressed
(Banerjee and Southworth, 1990):
• Provision of access for non-motorists, such as pedestrians, public transport
users, cycles, and the handicapped. This will be done through the design and
management of sidewalks, the cycle way, access points and the street curbs.
• Control of air pollution, noise, and climate.
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• Creation of convenience clusters that provide for basic human needs. These
clusters could be in the form of bus stops which at a later stage could
become social meeting places.
• Communication of function, time, and place, the creation of a pleasant
sequence to pass through, in which destination can easily be located. The
activities within a mixed land uses precinct should be designed as a total
system.
• Use of street space and street objects, turning the public space into a
pleasant and useful area by using waste land and objects found along the
street such as bus stops, parks etc.
• The general form and pattern of activities within the area, moving away
from the uncontrolled development of individual lots to development that
considers the relationship between parts of the precinct as well as their
context.
Today a mixed land use precinct, is made-up of an area of urban development
which includes residential activities ranging from detached housing to flats that
have been converted into business and offices. Within this area there are also
commercial activities and service and light industrial activities.
Figure 7: Typical street cross-section
within a mixed land use area (Lynch 1990)
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Community facilities such as churches, schools and recreational areas are also
found within this area. Access is gained through a network of roads. This road
network carries cars, buses and bicycles, with curb parking at the edge of the
road separating cars and buses from the public walks which carry pedestrian
traffic (Figure 7). Shops and offices within the precinct are sometimes set back
behind parking areas.
This places the pedestrian in a 'sea' of cars. Pedestrians and bicycles have to
compete with cars and services to gain access to shops and services. Buses have
to stop beside rows of parked cars causing congestion on already over used
roads. The area along the side walk has no room for vegetation (Banerjee and
Southworth, 1990).
According to Lynch with existing mixed land use precincts, the most reasonable
design solution would be to ban curb parking and give this area over to
pedestrian and bicycle movement. This area could be divided into paths for
pedestrians and cyclists by a level change, with vegetation between them to
divide and protect e41ch form of movement (Figure 8).
Figure 8: Rear pedestrianlcyc/e pathsprotecting
residential areas from mixed land use (Lynch 1990)
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Parking could be provided by subjecting parking areas to a setback. 1bis would
result in the provision of parking behind or between buildings. Open space
could also be provided, behind commercial buildings (and be used for cyclists
and pedestrians) however this means that pedestrians and bicycle traffic would
be removed from the shop frontages. This open space could also form a soft
barrier between residential areas and commercial shops within these areas.
The creation of a soft barrier between mixed land use areas and residential
areas, in the form of open space, could include trails, allotment gardens for
neighbourhood residents, or as park land catering for natural features. Where
open space is not available, walls, earth berm, or continuous planting could be
used to screen mixed land uses from residential areas. These landscaped
pedestrian routes could lead from the residential area to focus points along the
precinct such as major shopping nodes (Banerjee and Southworth, 1990).
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Figure 9: Focalpoints using height, bulk,
density and land use (Lynch 1990)
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The development of focus points and events within a precinct would create a
visual map for the motorist and bus user, as well as the pedestrian walking
through the area (See Figure 9). The use of controls on height, setbacks, bulk,
and spacing of structures around areas of focus would help to create legibility
(Banetjee and Southworth, 1990).
Select~d points where land values are high, such as major intersections, focus
points need to be established through the increase in building heights, bulk,
density and type of land use (Figure 9). The creation of these focus points will
create an expansion of development along the main access routes thus creating a
continuous form. The use of certain types of land use such as community
orientated activities such as cafes, shops, Laundromats, restaurants, and
entertainment, as well as development that have more than one use (for example
buildings with shops on the ground floor with flats and offices above) should be
located along the mnain roads with in the mixed land use area to allow for better
access.
The introduction of these activities would increase the number of users not only
during the day but also at night. The increase in pedestrians and people living in
the area would create a safer environment for people to shop, live and work in.
A good example of Lynch's ideas is the redevelopment of Vermont Avenue
area in Los Angeles. The project was undertaken by the City's Department of
Housing Preservation and Production (HPPD). The mixed land use area of
Vermont Avenue is located in South Central Los Angeles and covers an area of
approximately 9 899 acres. The area is organised into an even grid pattern. The
area ties surrounding residential areas together and acts as a thoroughfare for
regional traffic.
Although the area contains some flourishing activities, most land uses are
inconsistent and incompatible and the structures are deteriorating. The area has
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a number of liquor stores, cheque-cashing facilities, auto-related uses, and pawn
shops. The area lacks sufficient neighbourhood-serving shops and services,
particularly grocery stores. The lack of these services make people leave the area
to do shopping.
The HPPD asked the Urban Land Institute (ULI) panel to look at the Vermont
Avenue commercial precinct and to develop strategies that could be used as a
model for the revitalization of other mixed land use areas.
The panel recommended a concept plan for Vermont Avenue that involved the
concentration of retail activities at key intersections, the use of mixed-use
projects, and the eventual replacement of much of the existing commercial
development between these concentrated areas of retail activity with low-rise
multifamily housing. The introduction of mixed-use projects and multi-family
housing would increase the population and threshold of the area. They also
.,
recommended the narrowing of certain areas of the Avenue where service lanes
are situated. This narrowing of streets would allow an area of space along one
side of the street that could be used for development or a linear parkland.
The panel recommended the creation of a symbolic heart or town center for the
community, at one of the main intersections. This town center would include
the following land uses: neighbourhood-serving shops and services, amenity-rich
apartment housing, multi nodal transportation nodes, a civil hall for public uses
(such as offices for the city council and representatives of city departments). A
police station, a library, a post office, service providers (such as a building and
safety inspector), and a one stop development permitting office, a community
meeting room, and a landscaped public area, restaurants and theaters were
suggested for the area. The development would be done under the PUD
ordinance of the cities planning controls.
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Suchrnan suggests that the redevelopment of Vermont Avenue will help to
define and stabilize the surrounding neighbourhoods. He also adds that this
deftnition and stabilization of the surrounding communities must be aided by
additional public investment in schools, parks, libraries and other community
services (Suchrnan, Urban Land May 1993).
Alex Achimore looks at an alternative to the development of individual lots. He
looks at the development of "strip" community centers (Figure 10). According
to Achimore "The "strip" community retail center may be high on efficiency,
but it is low on amenities and choices. It is time to look at alternatives that
reintegrate retail with broader community functions." (Achimore. Urban Land
August 1993). The challenge for "strip" centers is to find a form that combines
the social beneftts of community center with fundamental retail realities.
Figure 10: Evolution ofcommunity retail
(Achimore, UrhanLand, 1993)
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For such a concept to work the development of such a "strip" center would
have to include a reasonably large anchor store of approximately 50 000 square
feet. The anchor store would also need a large areas of parking space directly in
front of the stores entry points as well as having a clear sight line from major
arterial roads. The placement of the smaller tenants is an area where Achimore
states can be some design flexibility. The location of these smaller tenants do
not need to be in the line of sight from major arterial roads. "Impulse buying, on
which they depend, cannot be nurtured from 400 feet away at 40 miles an
hour" (Achimore, Urban Land 1993, Pg 36). The smaller retail tenants can do
well as long as they are a short, pleasant walk from the anchor tenant and their
entrances and signs are discernible to traffic entering and leaving the anchor
tenants parking areas (See figure 11). The location of these smaller tenants
provide opportunities to create activity zones in which the automobile is less
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Figure 11: Community retail centerprototypes
(Achimore, UrhanLand, 1993)
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The removal of automobiles from these retail zones is neither necessary nor
recommended. Instead forms of transport, including automobiles, buses, and
streetcars, should be sought to add interest and maximize the on-site population,
as long as no single mode, including pedestrian, is allowed to dominate
(Achimore, Urban Land August 1993).
For the creation of a more community orientated strip center links to
surrounding land uses need to be established. A typical strip shopping center
orientates activities onto one side, ignoring the other sides. The placing of
housing, offices, parks, entertainment, or public facilities along these unused
edges would integrate the commercial area into the surrounding residential
areas. The introduction of these activities to the area and the linkage of these
facilities by pedestrian routes, would increase the range of activities and could
benefit sales by increasing traffic flows especially to less visible areas.
Figure 12: Berea, California community shopping center.
(Achimore, Urban Land, 1993)
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The use of a number of smaller parking lots may also be used to create a more
secure and safe parking area. This subject will be discussed at a later stage of
the report.
A good example of this type of mixed land use precinct development can be
seen in the city of Berea, California. Through its new master plan, it has
broadened the function of itS community shopping centers by the addition of
retail activities along connectors to nearby land-uses. While the "strip" center
provides space for anchor tenants and numerous smaller tenants, several
connector streets provide parking and retail frontage that will link the "strip"
center to parks, housing, cinema, and other uses within walking distance (See
Figure 12). The division of parking into smaller areas also improves the access
to these areas of mixed land development, as users can park closer to their
destination rather than in one large parking area close to the main anchor tenant.
3.4. ACCESS AND PEDESTRIAN LINKAGES:
An urban area is an immense warehouse of information, it stimulates diverse
ways of life, events, and facilities, as well as a prime occasion for learning.
Development policies and design principles should aim to make this information
accessible to as much of the urban population as possible.Access can be divided
into basic types. Firstly there is access to other people: to kin, to friends, to
potential mates, and to a variety of more casual acquaintances. This contact
between humans is fundamental to their well-being. The introduction of
electronic communication and the automobile has influenced the way people
access each other. This has had an influence on the patterns of development
with in urban areas (Lynch 1960).
The second type of access is that of access to human activities. The key access
for adults is that of work and residence. Service activities such as financia~
medica~ recreation, educationa~ and religion are also included.
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Access to certain materials is also important. In today's society this means a trip
down to the local store or supermarket to get food and other goods. Access to
services such as water and energy have been taken for granted by people Jiving
in most developed urban areas, and the higher income areas within developing
urban areas.
People also want access to places, such as open space, shelter and even
wasteland. In the developed countries demand for access to particular
landscapes such as cultural areas, areas with symbolic meaning and areas that
offer recreational potential is high due to the poor not having large areas of
private open space for recreational purposes.
Finally people want access to information. This information ranges from
activities such as banks (that need highly accurate information) to neighbours
who gather to gossip, and professionals clustering together during lunch hour at
offices. In the early 1980's Melvin Webber observed that the shift in the mode
of communication is a prime determinant in the reshaping of the urban pattern
(Lynch, 1981).
Access is a matter of psychological, as well as physica~ connection. Areas
within the urban context can be divided into areas of public space which allows
access to all people. These areas include road reserve and public open space
such as parks and recreational activities. The second type of space is semi
public, which consist of areas that are open to the public but are under the
control of the government or institutions, facilities such as schools, libraries, and
transportation nodes. Finally there is private space which is residential plots
which are under the control of the individual (See figure 13)
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Figure 13: private/public open space
This private space 'can be divided into private and semi private space. Semi
private is the area that can be obselVed from public space and other private
space. The divide between private and public space is a major factor in the
provision of access, especially in strip developments were old residential houses
have been turned into shops and offices. The psychological aspect of entering
into semi-private space causes people to stay away from these areas. The
introduction of barriers such as walls, fences and hedges create problems for
people trying to enter and move from one plot to another. The walls and hedges
also create problems in the sUlVeillance of streets and surrounding areas.
In the future most people in developing countries will not be able to afford
personalized motor vehicles in order to gain access to urban opportunities and
facilities. It is for this reason that facilities should be designed to accommodate
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the person traveling on foot. The design of a pedestrian orientated commercial
area would allow the poor to overcome the main baIrier to access to facilities,
that of distance (Dewar, Uytenbogaardt, 1991).
Sidewalks are usually too narrow, and trees, utilities, and parked cars become
even more of a barrier, especially to people carrying parcels or mothers with
infants. In places the sidewalk just disappears, giving way to driveways, gas
stations, auto repair yarqs, or just literally disappears. The pavement is not very
gracious to the person on foot but it is forbidding to the blind or to a person in a
wheelchair.
Not all people work, shop, or move through an area of mixed land use
development, for teenagers these areas are hangouts. It is a place were they can
get together. These youths need access to areas that are not directly in the public
way but allow them access to food, entertainment and other young people.
"
Usually they get together on street corners or in front of a shop (Banerjee and
Southwortb, 1990). The elderly are even worse off. Those who are unemployed
or retired spend large amounts of their time sitting along the streets. The
automobile has forced the street to abandon many of the social functions of the
old public street.
People working within a mixed land use precinct need good access to other
facilities just like the residential and of the area. Store owners need good access
for their customers, storage, access for delivery vans, and access to signage
along the street frontage. The individual worker may also want access to quiet
areas and pleasant surroundings, it is in this that these built up areas do not
deliver.
Kevin Lynch completed the draft policies for the "Boston Tomorrow" project
(1960). Although the policies looked at central Boston, they emphasized the
support of human, physical and psychological needs rather than the needs of
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vehicles and buildings. Looking at access, Lynch stated that "The activities and
facilities of central Boston should be accessible to people who visit, live, and
work in the city." (BaneIjee and Southworth, 1990). Lynch proposed the
following policies to address these needs:
• Relate the density of development in any area to the capacity of that
locality. Physical access to and within an area is affected by the condition
and capacity of the streets, parking facilities, walkways, and public transport,
and by the location and density of activities within the area.
• Minimize vehicular traffic and congestion. An increase in vehicular traffic
will increase congestion and pollution. Access policies should therefore
restrict and control vehicular access by promoting the following:
1. A proposed amendment of the zoning code which would ensure the
developers of large developments undertake traffic studies and the
study of the impact increased traffic flow would have on
surrounding access.
"
2. Controlling the parking in the area by restricting the number of
parking bays in the area. The location and size of parking areas can
also prevent congestion within the area.
3. A policy to improve the public transport system. With an efficient
public transport system the use of cars will be decreased.
• Improve access by public transport. In Boston the public transport system is
old and has scheduling problems. To improve the system the following
should be done:
4. Major development should be located ID areas convenient to
transportation routes and facilities.
5. New transportation facilities' requirements (such as stations,
terminals and pedestrian linkages) need to be established and
connected to proposed developments.
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6. Restrict curtain roads to transit vehicles and taxis only. This would
allow for a faster moving public transport system which in turn
would reduce congestion and allow people to have easier access to
public transport.
• Make pedestrian access easy, direct and inviting. To improve the
pedestrian access in Boston city centerl Lynch proposed the following
actions:
7. Sidewalks should be designed to accommodate the anticipated
volumes of pedestrian traffic. The sidewalks should have minimal
obstacles that would obstruct pedestrian movement, adequate space
for people waiting to cross roads or for people just waiting on the
sidewalk. There should be on barriers restricting the movement of
the elderly and handicapped. The development of guidelines for the
development of pedestrian access should reflect the characteristics of
the area within which it is found.
8. The existing pedestrian network should be strengthened and were
required. new connections should be established to create better
access for the user.
• Facilitate access for cyclists. The problem for cyclists in Boston include;
conflict with vehicles, unsafe pavements and the lack of storage space for
unused bicycles.
9. These problems can be resolved by: providing secure storage space
in all major buildings.
10. The creation of safe bicycle routes along roads. This should be
incorporated into the design of large scale developments.
Good accessibility should allow all people living, working and visiting the area
access to shopping, workplace, education and entertainment (BaneIjee and
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Southworth, 1990). Development policies should aim to make these activities
and infonnation accessible to all sectors of the urban population
3.5. PARKING:
No matter how much parking there is in an area there is always some problem
with it. For example, it is either, in the wrong place, difficult to enter and exit,
or always full. Parking is not the problem that it is made out to be. It certainly is
a problem that can be solved (Reed, Planning Quarterly, September 1994).
Parking can be divided into two main types: on site parking and curb parking.
Curb parking is one of the main causes of congestion on the roads due to cars
pulling in and out of parking spaces, as well as slow moving traffic looking for
parking spaces (Eno Foundation, 1975). Parking also inhibits visual and physical
linkages across streets, as vehicles park along the street between activities on
either side of the street. Curb parking comes in the fonn of angled parking
which takes up a large area of road surface and needs larger areas for traffic to
enter and exit. Thy most common parking along a street is parallel parking
which occupies the least space, but allows for fewer parking spaces along the
street. Convenience centers usually favour curb parking since shoppers that
come to these areas do not intend spending a lot of time in the area. On site
parking is where individual developments provide parking on their site. The
number of parking bays provided is controlled by the Town Planning Scheme
which usually calculates the number of parking bays per area of floor space in
retail developments. The on site parking is usually found between the street and
the shop frontage which creates friction with access to these shops. On site
parking can also be placed at the rear of the development and out of sight, thus
not used to its full capacity (De Chiara, 1975 pg 447).
The problem of on site parking not being used to it's fullest potential has been
addressed by Reed. He suggests the use of consolidated parking areas where
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adjoining developments develop parking areas that accommodate the parking
needs of two or more buildings. pue to the number of facilities within a strip
development, people often visit more than one land use, thus a consolidated
parking area can serve more than one land use and save on space used for
parking (See Figure 14).
Figure 14 : Consolidatedparking and access
These consolidated parking areas can be developed through the use of simple
guidelines such as landscaping, key entry points to parking areas, as well as
making adjacent parking lots' entry point directly opposite, making it easier to
go from one parking area to another. The solution of consolidated parking areas
often requires co-operation between adjacent land owners which is alien to most
land owners. The syndrome of" people parking in my parking space to use your
store but I have to pay the taxes on the land" (Reed, Planning Quarterly,
September 1994) results in the development of individual parking lots that can
not provide sufficient parking bays.
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Within existing commercial areas, a reasonable solution is the banning of curb
parking, giving this space over to utilities, pedestrian and bicycle routes, and bus
stops. Parking would be provided through setbacks so that parking can be
located either behind or between structures. This would encourage retail
activities to front directly on to the walkway rather than on to parking lots. This
would give pedestrians better access to the shops.
High Parking Requirements
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The development of large parking areas in mixed land use precincts becomes a
security problem and may ultimately deter customers. The design of smaller
parking lots which allow users easier access to shops is preferable. The visibility
and adjacency make the patrons feel safe (A. Achimore, Urban Land, 1993).
Inadequate public transport, on-site shops or consumer services, and long
distances between activities (along unsafe sidewalks) has caused a large number
of people to use their motor vehicles to move between activities within a mixed
land use precinct.
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The availability of free parking within an area of mixed land use encourages
workers and shoppers to commute alone. It also uses up a large area of valuable
land for the storage ofvehicles, thus creating congestion and pollution. This low
density and low land value has created an environment orientated around the
automobile (See Figure 15) The over-supply of parking in areas has a negative
effect on the area. Instead of decreasing congestion, pollution and creating a
compact pedestrian orientated strip, it has the opposite effect. The increase in
parking decreases the market price for parking, which allows the commuters
free parking which encourages more vehicle users. The increase in the number
of parking spaces lowers density and land value, this creates urban sprawl which
causes development to be orientated towards the automobile. This low density,
automobile orientated urban form, leads to congestion, pollution etc. (R.
Willson, APA Journal, 1995).
Cheap and easy parking usually deters walking, if people must pass through
.,
large areas of parked and moving cars to get between buildings and shopping
areas. People prefer to use their own vehicle even if it is over a short distance.
Many communities have introduced parking reforms. For example Bellevue,
Washington has changed parking standards from minimum floor to a maximum
ceiling. The officials believe that minimum standards simply setved to inflate
parking supplies. Builders have been inclined to over build parking to gain a
marketing edge (R Cetvero, Built Environment, 1990). The community of
Warner in suburban Los Angeles charged for parking which resulted in a
decrease in the number of solo-commuting. Other communities substituted
parking areas for vanpools and buspools which reduced the number of
individuals using motor vehicles and the need for parking.
The State of California enacted legislation in 1992 requiring that employers who
provide a parking subsidy to employees must also offer parking cash-out
programs (A, Shoup APA Journal 1995). This means that, instead of paying for
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parking spaces for employees, employers pay the employee to use public
transport and carpool rather than use their own transport to get to work. The
scheme has a number of advantages: fIrstly, it gives the employee choice, as
before, the employer gave. the option of a parking subside or nothing, now it
gives the choice of cash thus giving cash value to the employee carpooJing.
Secondly, the offering of cash does not cost the employer, as the employer only
has to·offer cash-out if the employer pays for a parking space for the employee,
not ifparking is provide free.
The problem with spill over parking in residential areas is a major factor of the
cash-out scheme, it is for this reason that all curb parking in the areas were
either prohibited or metered for short term use rather than all day. Due to these
measures employees could not take the cash and then just park in the street as
they had to pay for parking in the street (A. Shoup, APA Journal 1995).
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CHAPTER FOUR:
FORMULATION OF DESIGN PRINCIPLES
4.1. INTRODUCTION:
This section of the report will look at specific problems within the mixed land
uses precinct, namely, parking, access and linkages between activities. The
development of design principles and the adaptation of existing planning
regulations that will allow for the development of single lots into an integrated
group of lots will also be discussed. The development of these principles will use
the theoretical base established in chapter Three. These Design principles will be
in the form of a set of guidelines that can be used in the development of any
integrated groups of individual lots. These principles will be used to reduce
parking problems, use land more efficiently, improve physical appearance of the
area and create a pleasant and shopper friendly environment for people to shop
and work in.
4.2. PARKING:
Parking is a major issue in most mixed land use areas. Most people interviewed
indicated that congestion and parking were one of the problems in the
Davenport precinct. Parking problems will never be solved to evetyone's
satisfaction. People want to park outside the shop that they are visiting, they
want direct access to facilities which is not always possible. The period of time
each vehicle is parked in a commercial area is relatively short due to the nature
of activities undertaken. The parking that needs to be provided for offices and
sernce industries is different, as the number of customers are less and the
period that vehicles are parked is longer. For these reasons, parking in a mixed
land use area should be divided into small parking lots closely located to groups
of activities. The creation of these well located small parking areas will reduce
congestion on the surrounding roads. The number of parking bays needed to
adequately serve the shoppers is reduced due to the high turn over of vehicles in
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the parking areas. The parking areas also have to be linked to surrounding









Figure 16: The development ofconsolidated parking areas
to service a number ofshops and services
The solution to the problem is to create small pockets of parking by establishing
consolidated parking areas using land from adjoining lots (See Figure 16). The
creation of these parking lots would require cooperation between land owners or
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Local Authorities insist that individual parking areas are adjacent to one another
in order to later create linkages and consolidated parking areas.
The joint development of parking areas behind buildings provides a safe
movement channel for pedestrians and reduces the conflict parked vehicles have
with traffic moving along the main roads. The location of parking at the rear
allows· pedestrian to have clear access to the buildings from along the street
frontage by limiting areas where vehicles cross pavements to enter parking areas
as well as the number of vehicles parking along the road. Using land from a
number of lots to develop a large parking area would allow the parking area to
service a number of shops and thus reduces the need for vehicles to move
between shops. The parking area needs good access to the back of all the shops
and services within the area (not only the shops around it but also other facilities
in the area along the street).
The entrance to these facilities needs to be well located, preferably directly
opposite another entrance point or otherwise needs to be clearly marked as
parking areas. Entrances to these parking areas should not be located on major





Figure 17: Authorities purchasing land to develop parking
areas where the need arises within a mixed land use area
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Due to the built-up fonn and small lot sizes within a mixed land use area,
developers are unable to provide adequate on-site parking. For this reason,
developers should be able to make cash payments instead of building the
required number of parking sp,aces. These. funds wOl;lld enable the authority to
purchase land and develop collective off-street parking facilities (in areas of
need) within the mixed land use area (See Figure 17). This would be done by
buying lots behind the activities and turning them into consolidated parking
areas. This needs to be closely monitored to ensure that the parking is provided
in areas ofneed.
The development of parking areas at the rear of commercial lots has
implications for the building line regulations. To allow for sufficient space at the
rear of a lot (to develop a parking area) the street building lines need to be
reduced or removed and the rear building line needs to be increased to provide a
larger area where buildings can not be built and parking can be provided. The
reduction in the street building line also allows for better access for pedestrians.
4.3. LINKAGES:
The development of individual lots has caused problems with the linkage of
these activities to adjoining lots. The development of residential lots into
businesses and offices, has caused problems, with each lot having barriers such
as walls and fences, which limit the free movement of people between activities.
The development of lots within a mixed land use area should create an
interesting and attractive facade along the public sidewalk (which supports and
generates pedestrian activity), and encourages people to move between the
activities and the rest of the precinct. The following guidelines can be used to
create good linkages between activities (See Figure 18).
• The retail frontage should be designed to maximise window display area
and/or outside areas for merchandise display.
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• The retail frontage should abut the sidewalk or common outdoor space
adjacent to the sidewalk. This would involve the removal of or decreasing
the front building line.
• Where alternative vehicular access is ppssible and appropriate, driveways to
parking and service areas should not take access from the main commercial
street.
• Setbacks between the sidewalk and store frontage should not be used for
parking and loading facilities.
• The retail frontage should be designed to minimise the amount of space
taken up by access to basements or upper storeys. This would focus on the
main entrance to the shop.
• Sideways should be designed to accommodate expected use.
• Obstacles impeding pedestrian movement along the pavement should be
kept to a minimum.
• Existing pedestrian routes should be strengthened and new routes
.,






Figure J8: The development oflinkages by reducing the street setback
to allow direct access for pedestrians from the street.
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Disjointed shopping districts pose a problem for both shoppers and
businessmen. Many shopping trips require visiting more than one shop. It
becomes less convenient to accomplish such a shopping trip if shops are
separated by other types of uses. Within ~ mixed land use area, activities that
benefit from passing pedestrian traffic need to be grouped together to allow for
such activities to benefit from each others attractive forces and physical
improvements to the area. It also reduces the cost of streetscape improvements
as the distances are much shorter.
In the development of individual lots, consideration needs to be made for
linkages with and access points to other buildings in the area (See Figure 19).
~._-
---------------------
Figure 19: The development ofpedestrian walkways linking shops
together and encouraging pedestrian movement
The development of new projects in an area need to create linkages with
surrounding activities. This can be done by creating internal walkways that link
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the project to other activities in the area. The development of projects with
internal walkways (that protect users from the elements and traffic) will create a
better environment for pedestrians to move along and encourage people to walk
between shops. Walkways .also need to link the parking areas in the rear of the
lot to the street frontage and shops within the lot.
The alignment of these walkways (between individual lot developments so that
an unhinded movement channel for pedestrians can be created) needs to be
enforced through the development of special "right of way servitudes" within
each individual lot in which no building can take place other than that for
pedestrian movement.
The success of a mixed land use precinct depends on the service it provides to
its customers. A precinct will loose business if the surrounding residential areas
are not developed and catered for. The surrounding residential areas need good
.,
access and linkages to the shopping facilities within the area. There needs to be
access to parking for people doing shopping by car and good linkages for
pedestrians between the residential areas and the commercial areas. These
linkages need to be safe and free of obstructions.
4.4. ACCESS:
Access points to commercial facilities, within a mixed land use area, should
promote free movement of both vehicles and pedestrians. Access points should
be:
• Easily identified, through signage and location;
• Safe for people entering and exiting
• not create conflict with other traffic and pedestrians;
• not be restricted by barriers
Access points are closely related to linkages. Developments are linked together
through access points. For better linkages between activities, access points need
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to placed in the most direct location, such as directly opposite each other. This
creates the most direct route between activities (creating pedestrian movement)
as people tend to use the shortest route between two activities.
4.5. PHYSICAL APPEARANCE:
Physical appearance makes shopping a more or less pleasant experience. Shop
owners prefer to locate in an area with a well-maintained and attractive
appearance and "good image". Often poorly maintained areas can't attract the
more successful merchants. The appearance of an area therefore influences
types and quality of goods and services within an area.
Finally, an unattractive environment (in a retail area) detracts from the vista the
city presents to users and reflects negatively on the surrounding neighbourhood.
To improve the physical appearance of a mixed land use area, the following
aspects need to be addressed;
• Measures to improve public facilities and the appearance of the street
environment. P1Jblic facilities such as libraries and community centers are
compatible with shopping activities as they expand the social functions the
area plays in the community. The street appearance can be improved by
authorities providing parks, street, furniture, trees and maintain pavements
etc.
• The appearance of existing private property and buildings. The existing
buildings have a greater impact on the appearance of a commercial area than
either the public facilities or new developments. The City needs to
encourage shop owners to keep their premises in good condition, and
improve the appearance of the shop fronts, windows, and displays.
• The type of development within the area needs to blend in with surrounding
areas. Small more personalized shops create a more shopper friendly
atmosphere.
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CHAPTER FIVE:
CASE STUDY: DAVENPORT ROAD MIXED LAND USE
PRECINCT.
5.1. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY:
This section of the report investigates a precinct which has been subject to
change as a consequence of a number of phenomenon so that it has become an
area of mixed land use. These changes have occurred in an adhoc manner.
Consequently, it become, clear that such areas should be treated holisticlly in
order to create integrated development.
The case study of the Davenport Road precinct will be investigated! examined in
order to recommened the type of approach that requires a different or new
approach to that of the current policies and regulations.
A) PERCEPTION OF TH E AREA
Infonnation regarding people's perception of the area and use of the area have
been collected. This infonnation was collected from primary sources namely
people living, shopping and working in the area. The collection of this
information was through the use of questionnaires, interviews and site surveys.
The main target groups for these interviews and questionnaires were the
activities located between Davenport road and Clark road such as offices and
retailers as well as people using the area. The infonnation collected in these
questionnaires identified areas that are used frequently as well as the main type
of activities within the area, the types of activities in the area that play an
important part in the provision of facilities and access and hinder the
coordinated development of individual lots.
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The information on people's perceptions of the area was collected using a
sample survey that collected information from people using facilities in the area
and passing through the area. Candidates for the interviews were selected
randomly throughout the study precinct.
B) PARKING
The amount of existing parking and type of parking available was identified on
the same basis as land use types. The study precinct was extensively explored
and the following aspects, with regard to parking, were established:
• Type of parking (on-site, street parking, garage parking)
• Use of parking (customer parking, employee parking, delivery and loading
areas)
• Location of parking,
• Number of parking spaces, and
• Location of street parking, loading areas etc.
Questionnaires were also used to obtain information from businesses within the
study area about the number of on site parking provided and use of parking
within individual lots. The business interviews included businesses around the
Davenport Shopping Center that have been impacted upon by the center, as
well as offices using listed buildings as premises. The type of activities within
the area (that play an important role in the generation of parking needs) were
also researched, using interviews and observations. Due to the number of
activities in the area, information was collected using a random survey sample.
Information was collected from 40 commercial and office sites in the study
precinct, these activities varied from medical offices, professional consulting
firms to corner cafes and banking facilities.
Information relating to the area's safety, convenience offacilities, and access to
facilities was collected through the use of individual interviews. The information
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was collected from three groups of people, people using the area for work,
people shopping in the area, and people using recreational facilities within the
area. This information will be used to identifY areas that do hot meet the users
needs.. This enabled action plans to be developed to improve the character of the
area and to meet the needs of the users. The interviews were carried out in
offices and commercial activities along Davenport road, in the Davenport
Shopping Center and the surrounding residential areas and recreational facilities
such as Bulwer Park.
A sUlvey was conducted along the mam roads within the study area on
Wednesday 22 October from 8 am to 4 pm. This sUlvey identified areas of
conflict between traffic as well as between traffic and pedestrians. The sUlVey
also identified areas where vehicles were parked illegally, thus causing conflict.
The analysis of pedestrian movement was also done during this time, by
obsetving pedestrian movement channels such as pavements, walkways and
open space in the area, in order to detennine the main pedestrian routes and any
obstacles to pedestrian movement. The location of signage was investigated to
see if the location Of shop signage conflicted with traffic control signage and
pedestrian movement along the roads.
C) PLANNING REGULATIONS
The Town Planning Scheme has a major role to play in the creation of
integrated developments but at present does not provide for integrated
development. The report looks at the existing regulations in the Berea South
Town Planning Scheme that affect development within the precinct and what
needs to be changed in order to encourage integrated development.. The
regulations that will be looked at include the land use, lot size, density, setbacks,
building height, floor area ratio. These regulations play a major role in the type
and size of development within the precinct, the way in which they restrict
development will be looked at in this section of the report. Other polices that
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influence the development of mixed land use in the area, such as interface
zones, proximity to shopping zones and listed buildings, will be looked at.
LOCAL CONTEXT:
The study precinct of Davenport is located within the Durban
. Metropolitan area between Umbilo road (provincial route) RI02 which
runs from the South coast areas to the North coast areas and Bulwer
road (M8 metropolitan route) which runs from Berea South to Berea
North. The area is located along the transitional zone between both the
commercial area around the C.B.D. and the industrial area around the
harbour and the residential areas of Glenwood and Bulwer. This
transitional zone places pressure on the lower end of the precinct and the
impact of shopping centers placeing presurre on surrounding areas to
change land use to accommodate new commercial and industrial areas.
The area has access to both the Southern freeway as well as the N3
freeway.
The proposed area precinct is located within the Bulwer residential area
between Umbilo road, Bulwer road, Clark road and Ferguson road (See
figure 20). Davenport road runs through the center of the precinct
joining Manning road and Bulwer road to Umbilo road in the South.
The Davenport Center is located along Davenport road between Brand
road and Frere road (in the middle of the study area), and is the areas
main commercial node. A number of retail outlets and offices have
located around this node and have started to create a commercial cluster
within the Davenport precinct. The Bulwer park is located on the corner
of Manning road and Davenport road.
Davenport road links many activities in the Bulwer area, such as St.
Augustines Hospita~ Meyrick Bennett Children's Center in the North,
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and Bulwer Park, Gladen Park and the Shopping area around Davenport
Square Shopping Center and the industrial and commercial areas along
Umbilo road and Bulwer/ Nicholson connects the area with the lower
areas of the Berea,. The study pn~cinct is located in a residential area
with a well established community. A number of shopping centers are
located in the Bulwer. area namely the Berea Shopping Center and
Buxtons Center, and are in close proximity to the study precinct. There
are also a number of community facilities such as schools, churches,
parks and recreational facilities in the Glenwood area. (See figure 21).
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5.2. LAND USE ANALYSIS:
The infonnation on land uses within the Davenport precinct was compiled
through the analysis of in~ividual sites in"the area. The survey was conducted
on the 24 October and was done by walking through the area. Land use was










• Open Space, and
• Vacant
All sites in the Davenport precinct were also rated on their building condition,
access, and parking.
RESIDENTIAL LAND USE:
The residential component of the study area is made up of detached housing,
semi-detached housing, maisonettes and flats. The condition of the residential
buildings and lots vary between areas. In the vicinity of Bulwer Road the
buildings and lots are well maintained while buildings in the lower areas near the
General Business 2 zone along Umbilo have not been maintained due to the
type of uses in the area, such as service industry as well as the close location to
the light industrial zone. Flats and Maisonettes are found around the Davenport
Square Shopping Center and along Umbilo road, increasing the density in these
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areas and giving higher access to commercial areas. Areas of flats are also found
around the Bulwer park along Davenport road. These flats use the open space
as a recreational area. A number of the detached and semi detached houses
within the area have been altered and changed into offices and retail outlets. The
average lot size within the area is 900m2• The residential developments within
the area are of a high buildin~ standard and are of a middle to high income
nature. The areas along the Umbilo road have been influenced by the activities
along the road and are not as well kept as residential units along Bulwer and
Davenport roads. This neglect of the residential units in this area is due to the
pressures that are placed on these areas to change to the surrounding land use.
The externalities created from surrounding land uses such as noise, pollution
and crime have resulted in land prices decreasing as well as changes in land use
occuring. The whole residential area in the study precinct, according to the
Town Planning Scheme, is zoned as General Residential 2.
INSTITUTIONAL:
There are only three institutional land uses in the study precinct: Firstly, a
church site on the corner of Bulwer road and Clark road, which also
accommodates a pre-school. The location of which influences traffic flows and
pedestrian linkages in the precinct due to parents delivering and .collecting
children from the pre-school. A second church site is also located on the corner
ofBrand road and Clark road, Thirdly, an art gallery located along Bulwer road.
There are also additional institutional sites surrounding the study area that
influence the traffic flow and pedestrian routes in the area, by increasing the
movement to the surrounding areas. These sites include church sites in Frere
road and Brand road, and St. Martin's Boy's Home in Clark road.. The study
area has direct access to these facilities along the main roads running through
the study area.
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EDUCATION:
There is one educational site within the study precinct. This being the Park
View School located near the Bulwer park along Bulwer road (which allows
easy access to both people. walking and from both public and private modes of
transport along Bulwer road).
There. are also a number of pre-school and creches within the study area. There
are a number of other educational sites in close walking distance to the study
area. These educational sites include schools such as Glenwood High schoo~
Glenwood infants' schoo~ and a number of creches. There are also special
educational facilities in the surrounding areas, namely the Open Air school
which caters for the physically disabled, and is open to all in Kwa Zulu Natal.
OPEN SPACE:
Open space mthe area can be divided into two types, firstly there is public open
space which is open space that the public has free access to. Secondly, there is
private open space.
PUBLIC OPEN SPACE
Within the precinct there are three areas of public open space. Firstly
there is Bulwer Park, which is a large area of open space that is well
maintained and is used as a pedestrian link between the upper areas of
Glenwood and Bulwer and the commercial node around the Davenport
Square Shopping Center. Bulwer Park directs pedestrian traffic into
Davenport road. The Bulwer Park also has recreational areas with a
cycle track and playing equipment for the youth as well as large areas of
open space that are used as recreational areas for surrounding flats.
These areas of recreational space are however underutilised mainly due
to surrounding areas being made up of residential lots that provide
private open space in the form of private gardens. This was the main
aim of the Town Planning Scheme in 1967.
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The second area of public open space is located along the Davenport
avenue between the General shopping and General Business 2 zones
located along Umbilo road and the surrounding residential areas. The
open space has no specific use, other than creating an area of open
space within a dense built up area. There are a number of offices and
commercial activities that face the area and use it for parking. The area
is not linked to other open spaces or other activities in the precinct. The
area has been created as an "after thought" by rezoning residential lots to
create an area of open space. It has become an area for the dumping of
waste and an area for vagrants (See Figure 22). The playing equipment
located in the area is not use due to location, condition, surrounding
private open space, and type of people using the area. The area has
become unsafe due to the lack of use, maintenance and surveillance
from surrounding lots which do not face directly onto the open space
area.
Figure 22: Public open space that is
under utilized due to location.
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The third public open space area is located on the corner of Clark and
Bulwer roads and is situated near the Baptist Church and is used as a
parking area for the church. Access to this area is limited. The site is
zoned govemmant according to th~ Town Planning Scheme. The site is
proposes for an electrical sub station to setve the surounding Bulwer
area.
PRIVATE OPEN SPACE:
The second type of open space is that of private open space. This type
of open space is controlled by a private body or person. Access to these
areas are limited to a select few. The first large area of private open
space is located on the edge of the study precinct along Davenport road
adjacent to the Bulwer park. This private open space is the Gladwyn
Park and is used as football fields and bowling greens and has well
maintained facilities.
The second area ofprivate open space is the Berea Bowling Club which
is located in.Ferguson road on the outer edge of the precinct. Most of
the residential lots in the precinct have priVate open space which reduces
the demand on public open space as well as reducing the need for public
open space in the precinct.
INDUSTRIAL:
Industrial activities are located outside the study area along Umbilo road and are
limited to light and service industries. The area is linked to the harbour and
railway network through the Dalbridge station. These facilities have located in
this area due to the central location and the area's access to the industrial areas
of the south, the C.B.D. and harbour, and opportunities and low rents caused
by externalites such as traffic flows along Umbilo road, pollution and noise.
This irtdustrial area affects the lower residential areas of Bulwer causing the
change in land use due to the same externalities that have caused industry to
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move to the area, which has decreased residential land prices and caused traffic
congestion in the residential area as people look for parking in these areas.
COMMERCIAL LAN 0 USES:
Commercial activities in the study precinct can be divided into four main types,
all of which have been promoted by the City Council through policies and
regul~tions
A) GENERAL SHOPPING
The flfSt type of commercial activities in the precinct are the areas zoned,
according to the Town Planning Scheme, as General Shopping. The major
General Shopping zone in the study precinct is the Davenport Square Shopping
Center. The types of activities found in this shopping center include a major
supermarket, a number of chain stores, news outlets, a bottle store, a restaurant,
and a number of small retail businesses, and medical offices. The Davenport
Square Shopping Center can be classified as a Neighbourhood Shopping Center
of some 10 OOOm2 (Kahn 1981). The center has a number of smaller tenants
placed along an internal pedestrian mall. The center also has a number of
external shops facing the parking area along Davenport road.
Other small offices and shops have located a short walking distance from the
main anchor tenant, these being the banking, shopping and medical facilities
along Brand road and the offices and shops located along Davenport road and
Clark road (See Table 1). An office complex is situated on the second floor of
the center and accommodates some 35 office. There are a number of other
shopping centers within the Glenwood/Bulwer area that influence the catchment
area of commercial facilities within the study area (See Figure 21).
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B) GENERAL BUSINESS 2
The second type of commercial activity is the zone of General Business 2,
which is located along the Umbilo road to create a transitional area to protect
the lower areas of Bulwer from the industrial areas of Umbilo. The area around
Umbilo road accommodates light industry and service industry facilities such as
bottle stores, bars, vehicle repair services and second hand shops. These
facilities would not usually locate in or around shopping centers due to the high
rents and type of activity located in a center, but would be found in areas that
are deteriorating and changing such as a transition zone where rents and land
prices are low.
TABLE :1 NUMBER AND TYPE OF COMMERCIAL














source (Slle AnalysIs 1997)
(1) DOES NOT INCLUDE AC11VITlES wmnN THE
DAVENPORT SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER.
C) AREA IMPACTED BY SHOPPING AND GENERAL
BUSINESS NODES
The third type of commercial areas are where commercial activities have located
in areas created by the impact of major General Shopping or General Business
2 nodes which have created the need for a change in land use around these
nodes. This can be seen around the Davenport Square Shopping Center, where
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residential lots around the center to that of shops and offices. A number of
banking facilities have located along Brand road opposite the Davenport Square
Shopping Center and within the center itself. These banking facilities have
redeveloped the lots to cater for their specific needs A number of medical
facilities ranging from Dentists and Optometrists to Doctors and
Physiotherapists have also located in and around the Davenport Square
Shopping Center and along both Brand and Davenport roads. The development
of both banking and medical facilities have had a major effect on both parking
and access in the area. A number of commercial activities found in the study
area are individual residential lots that have been listed as historical buildings.
The City Council, through Special Consent, allows these building to be used as
offices. They allow this as business will restore the buildings to their original
architectural character. A number of offices have located along Davenport road
between the intersection of Brand road and the intersection of Bulwer road. The
buildings used for offices in these area are either listed buildings or are in close-,
proximity to the business nodes in the area
D) AREA EFF.ECTED BY TRANSITION ZONE
The area between Brand road and Umbilo road along Davenport road is also
the location of a number of offices which have used residential homes as
offices, keeping the original architectural style. The development regulations
have an implication on the use of these buildings as offices and shops as
development has to comply with the existing regulations.
E) EXISTING USE RIGHTS
The fifth type of commercial area is the Existing Use Right areas where
commercial uses existed before the Town Planning Scheme was put in place. In
these area the land is zoned General Residential 2 but existing business are
allowed to continue (See Figure 36). Existing Use Rights occur on the corner of
Bulwer road and Davenport road, the corner of Frere road and Davenport road
and the Corner ofFrere road and Clark road.
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The business interviewed in the Davenport area indicated that proximity to
clients (47%) as the main reason for locating in the area with closeness to other
business (32%) being the second reason. 57.5% of business interviewed in the
area operate over a city wide catchment.
A number of activities have located away from the main nodes along the smaller
side streets. All these activities have turned detached and semi-detached
residential housing units into offices or have redeveloped lots to cater for
specific business needs.
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5.3 ATTITUDE TOWARDS THE DAVENPORT AREA:
The community within the. Bulwer area is"made up of mainly middle and high
income groups (Berea South Town Planning Scheme 1987). In 1996 a sUlvey
was undertaken as part of a re~dential study of the Glenwood area, in which
peoples perception of the quality of the area around the Davenport Square
Shopping Center were obtained. Using the same questions in a sUlvey with the
people living in the area in 1997, the following attitudes and changes to past
attitudes with regard to the area were established.
Most residents interviewed indicated that they used local shopping facilities,
with 90% using the Davenport Square Shopping Center for their requirements.
Of the people interviewed, 80% use the banking facilities in the area, while only
47% used the medical offices in the area (See Table 2). Convenience and
proximity to home were the main reasons for using the facilities in the area. The
use of shopping facilities have not change over the past year. They also stated
that they did not us~ the area for Public services, entertainment and recreation
due to the fact that the area was lacking in these facilities.




CLOSE TO HOME 7 17.50
VARIETY 9 22.50
LOW PRICES 1 2.50
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According to the residents interviewed, there is a lack of public facilities such as
libraries, post offices etc. within the study area. The authorities need to address
the provision of public facilities such as pQlicing services, post offices and local
recreational facilities within the study area.
Congestion in the study area has changed over the last year. In the 1996 survey
(conducted by Town Planning Students of Natal University) 63% of residents
interviewed stated that there was only light congestion in the study area. In the
survey conducted in 1997 only 42.5% of the residents state that there was light
congestion in the area while 55% indicated that congestion was becoming a
problem. Medium congestion being large number of vehicles on the road at
curtain times of the day and lack of parking causing double parking and conflict
with vehicle waiting for parking. The congestion in the study area is more of a
perception as 'there are large areas of parked cars in the parking lot infront of the
shopping center. In some places the congestion is high such as around the
shopping center where most of the commercial activities take place. Congestion
in other areas is relatively low with little or no conflict between vehicles.
TABLEJ: TRAFFIC CONGESTION WITHIN THE
STUDY AREA (1997)







The commercial retailers and offices surveyed indicate that there is a problem
with congestion around the shopping center and along Brand road and Umbilo
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road. 'This increase in congestion could be due to the development of a new
banking hall along Brand road opposite the parking area for the Davenport
Square Shopping Center (See Table 3). With the development of the new
banking facility vehicles park illegally in the bus stop zone and on the pavement
in front of the new banking hall causing an increase in the congestion in the
area. The entrance to the parking area at the rear of the bank also creates
congestion and conflict as it is located opposite the entrance to the shopping
center's parking area, causing conflict with traffic on the road as well as vehicles
entering and exiting the parking area at the shopping center (See Figure 24).
The offices and shops along Davenport road indicate that there is little or no
congestion on the roads due to vehicle users using the parking area at the
shopping center.
The use of private cars for transport to shopping and work also creates
problems with congestion. Of the people interviewed in the study area 67% of
"
the people use their own cars to get to work and go shopping while only 5%
used public transport.. The view of residents on noise and safety within the
study area has not change drastically over the past year. Residents still fmd the
area is safe, but 97% of people interviewed would not use the area after hours
due to there being no entertainment and shopping facilities open in the area after
dark and security. They also indicate that crime is a problem (at night in the
area).
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Figure: 24 New Banking Hall along Brand road
causing an increase in congestion and conflict
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5.4 TRANSPORT AND PEDESTRIAN NETWORKS:
5.4.1 ROAD NETWORK:
The road system within the study precinct is a grid system. The grid
system is made up of Clark road, Davenport road and Furgeson road
. running in a North West direction. Clark and Davenport roads can be
classified as local collector roads, join the upper areas ofBerea South to
the Provincial route Umbilo road (R102). The roads running in North
East direction are Umbilo road (102), Brand road, Frere road and
Bulwer road which is a Metropolitan route (M8). The M8 route
connects areas in Berea South with the Northern areas of Berea across
the N3 highway. Brand road, Ferguson road and Frere road can only be
classified as access roads as they only service small areas within the
Bulwer/Glenwood area (See Figure 17).
Within the study area there afe a number of smaller access roads and
one ways s~eets that run parallel to the larger collector roads. These
road are access roads to individual lots and access for services.
Traffic flows in the area were established through on site observation
on a Thursday and Friday over a period of 12 hr. The surveys were
.. taken from the corner of Davenport road and Brand road and the corner
ofDavenport road and Bulwer road. The one way traffic along Umbilo
is a constant flow of traffic moving through the area from the Southern
areas ofDurban to the C.B.D (Town Planning Scheme 1987).
This traffic passes through the study area and only stops for activities
located along Umbilo road or turn up Clark road and Moore road to
access the upper areas of Berea South. The same can be said for traffic
along Bulwer road, with only a small amount of traffic stopping at
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activities along Bulwer road (mainly the petrol station and commercial
activities on the corner of Davenport and Bulwer roads). Bulwer road is
one of the main routes taken by people using the Davenport Square
Shopping Center. Other routes used for access to the shopping center
are Clark road and Brand road. Brand road, although only a Local
Access road, is one of the major access points to the Davenport Square
. Shopping Center due to the main entrances to the centers parking areas
and petrol station being located along this road. Traffic flows along
Davenport road are not as high as Clark road, as motorists use Clark
road as a through route from Umbilo road to the upper areas of Berea
South. Clark road also has less traffic controls at intersections unlike
Davenport road which has two controlled intersections between Umbilo
road and Bulwer road.
The public transport network within the area runs along Bulwer road,
along Brand road between Moore road and Davenport road and along
Davenport road from Bulwer road turning into Frere road and running
South West (See Figure 23).
.The bus service as well as taxi services run along Umbilo road into the
center ofDurban (See Figure 25). Taxis do not operate within the study
area. There are a number of bus stops in the study area namely along
Brand road at the entrance to the Davenport Squares S40pping Centers
parking area. Along Davenport road outside the pedestrian entrance to
the shopping center and along Bulwer road outside the school.
5.4.2 PEDESTRIAN ROUTES:
Pedestrian movement within the study area is mainly limited to
movement along the pavements and within the 'shopping center. The
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pavements are not well maintained and the movement of pedestrians is
obstructed by untrimmed trees, bus stops, poles, hawkers and services,
which is particularly disruptive for the handicapped and mothers with
infants.
The use of pavement areas by informal traders along Brand road (in
. front of the Shopping center to display their goods) also disrupts the
flow of pedestrians. The. main flow of pedestrians is around the
Davenport Square Shopping Center and from the activities on the
opposite side of Brand road. The design of the shopping center forms a
major part of the pedestrian movement network joining Clark road with
Davenport road. There is a large number of people using this route to
enter the shopping center from both roads as well as to moving through
the center. The open space system in the area is linked to the pedestrian
movement system by service lanes that are unsafe and not suited for
pedestrian movement, as they run at the rear of buildings and do not
.provide any direct access to buildings. Open space in the study area,
namely the qpen space along Davenport Avenue, can not be integrated
into the system due to its poor relation to facilities such as the shopping
center and existing pedestrian route routes.
The system of lanes that join Davenport road and Clark road do not play
a role in the pedestrian movement system as they only join these roads
and do not link these areas to focus points or nodes such as the shopping
center. A number of these lanes are just access routes to the back of
sites and are cul-de-sacs which lead nowhere. The condition of these
lanes is poor (See Figure 26). The lanes are flanked by high walls at the
rear oflots, and are located between rows oflots and have limited access
to these lots as well as having no sUlveillance from these lots.
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Figure 26: Access lanes running behind residentiallats
Access for pedestrians to the Davenp0l1 Square Shopping Center sites is
through the large parking area, which has a high number of vehicles
entering and exiting at the same point as the pedestrians area entering
and exiting the parking area (See Figure 28). The access to individual
lots, that are used for offices and retail space, is also a problem for both
pedestrians and vehicles. Due to the high crime in South Africa, most
lots have high walls or fences around them which limits peoples access
into lots as the walls and fences create a perception that these areas are
private.
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5.5 PARKING AND ACCESS:
Parking in the study area can be divided into two types (See Figure 27). Firstly
there is curb parking which is found along all the main roads running through
the area. Parking along the roads is in the fonn of parallel parking which causes
the roads to become narrower and causes congestion when vehicles enter and
leave these spaces. These parking areas around the Davenport Square Shopping
Center have a high turnover as people use these parking for short periods of
time to do shopping and related activities. The analysis of parking in the study
area shows that parallel parking along the streets is not demarcated, which does
not allow the parking areas to be used to their full potential, as vehicle can park
anywhere and usually waste space.
Prohibited parking areas are marked out but are not complied with. The use of
these areas fOf parking has implications for people accessing public transport, as
vehicles park in the bus stops causing people to board and exit the bus in the
traffic lane which causes congestion. This use of the bus stop along Brand road
by vehicles increases the congestion and conflict between vehicles along this. .
road.
Vehicles parking on the pavement cause problems for pedestrian movement and
access. This can be seen outside the First National Bank, where the provided
parking is located at the rear of the building and has no direct access. The
illegal parking ofvehicles in loading zones also causes congestion, as trucks tend
to off~load in the street. This illegal parking can be seen along Brand road in
front of the shopping center and commercial facilities on the opposite side of the
road.
The second type of parking is off street parking. The major area of off street
parking is the parking area for the Davenport Square Shopping Center, which
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numbers of people use the parking area but do business in areas outside the
shopping center this creates congestion in the center's parking area, but lessens
the parking demands in the sUlTounding areas (See Figure 28). A number of
individual sites have provided parking, but these parking areas are underutilized.
These areas are underutilized due to most of them been located along service
lanes and at the rear of buildings where people do not expect them. Access to
these parking areas is restricted and the size of them gives the perception that
they are not parking areas.
Figure 28: Large offroadparking area in front
o/Davenport Square Shopping Center.
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Figure 29: Consolidated parking area behind
First National Bank andMedicaJ Offices
The First National Bank and adjoining business have created a consolidated
parking area behind the development. The parking area at the rare is
underutilized due to the location, as people do not appear to know that it is there
(See Figure 29).
The shopping center has a large highly visible parking area which is easily
accessible. The pedestrian access to the banking hall is located along the street
front and away from the parking area, causing people to have to walk to the
street frontage to gain access to the bank. People tend to take the most direct
route between parking areas and entrances to activities. In the case of the
banking hall people tend to park in the street in front of the building or in the
large parking lot in front of the shopping center which has a more direct access
route to the banking facility.
This large parking area in front of the shopping center encourages people to use their
own cars to go shopping due to the perception that there is ample parking available.
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Figure 30: Access to parking areas by
potential customers restricted by barriers.
Most individual offices and shops along Davenport road and Brand road
provide limited parking for their employees and minimal parking for customers
at the rear of lots and along service lanes. This forces potential customers to
park in the street (where access is more direct), and the shopping center's
parking area, as it is well located and accessible (See Figure 30).
Of the offices and retail activities within the study precinct, 19% of them are
professional offices. These types of activities do not depend on the provision of
parking as they do not have a high tum over of clients, unlike the banking and
medical services who need a large number of parking to accommodate the large
number of clients.
Access to parking areas in the study area is either restricted to employees
through the use of barriers and signage, or access is located in areas that are not
visible to passing traffic.
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Vehicular access to lots over the pavement along the Davenport roads is limited,
with most lots having only pedestrian access along Davenport road, while
vehicle access is obtained from the rear of the lot along narrow lanes (See
Figure 34). Access and linkages between buildings have been hampered in the
development of individual lots in the Davenport precinct, due to the use of
walls, fences and vegetation to prevent access into lots. The building lines allow
for the buildings to be setback some distance from the pedestrian routes creating
an area of semi private space between the building and the pedestrian routes
(See Figure 33). The setbacks also create a broken streetscape and obstruct
entrances and access points to both buildings and parking areas. Setbacks also
allow for parking areas in front of the buildings, which leads to unclear
pedestrian linkages. The parking of vehicles along the road also creates unclear
pedestrian linkages and access. This can be seen with the pedestrian access to
the Davenport Square Shopping Center where vehicles parking along the road
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5.6. TOWN PLANNING SCHEME, BEREA SOUTH.
The Berea South area was the first area in the Durban area to have a Town
Planning Scheme. The fir~t planning scheme for the area was developed and
approved by the City Council in 1967. The Town Planning Scheme for the area
was subject to an extensive review in 1984. This section of the report will look
at the.Berea Town Planning Scheme produced by the Durban City Council in
1965 and reviewed in 1987.
The development of the Town Planning Scheme for the Berea area was to
encourage and police the development of the area to a set of standards and
requirements. The scheme also provides a guideline for the provision of
community facilities and services.
The study area fall under the Bulwer sub-region of the Berea South Town
Planning Scheme. The area comprises mainly of General Residential 2 with a
General Shopping zone in the middle.•
The development proposals put forward in the Town Planning Scheme as well
as the regulations set out in the scheme to control development will also be
looked at in this section of the report The Bulwer sub-region of Berea will be
examined in terms of residential use, Shopping, and open space. The building
regulations such as Building setbacks, coverage, FAR, height and parking will
also be examined.
5.6.1 ZONES SCHEME:
The Town Planning Schem~ makes provision for the establishment of a
zoning scheme (See. Figure 37) in which lots a~e allocated a ~pecific
z~ning. The study area comprises mainly of Gen~ralResidential 2 ~th a
number of General shopping zo~es throughout the area, there is also a
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General Business zone located along Umbilo road. Church, and Open
Space zones are located in the precinct.
RESIDENTIAL ZONE
In the Town Planning Scheme, provision has been made to prevent the
development of curtain types of residential units on land designated for
another type of residential use, e.g. the development of flats on Special
Residential lots. In the scheme, flats may only be erected in General
Residential areas, which may also contain pre scheme developments
such as maisonettes or single dwelling units. This means that detached
dwelling units would be confmed to special residential zones. The
introduction of this regulation would reduce the number of special
consent applications. Special consent applications will still be used for
the development of other types of activities in these areas such as
Churches, creches, and shopping etc.
The study area has been zoned as General Residential 2 which limits the
use to the qevelopment of flats and other residential uses. Other land
uses may be developed but only with special consent (See Appendix C).
The development of any other land use on these sites has to comply with
the above regulations, unless relaxation of these regulations is granted by
the authorities
SHOPPING AND BUSINESS:
The Town Planning Scheme intends to make the residential areas self-
reliant in respect to shopping facilities. The provision of shopping areas
within the residential area, according to the Town Planning Scheme, will
reduce congestion in the city center and reduce the demand on the
public transport system, as well as enable the road network to cope with
the volume of traffic. The increased use of private transport, and the
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congestion in these area, and reduced the number of people using public
transport over the past 10 years.
The Town Planning Scheme has identified a number of shopping areas
within the Bulwer area of the Berea South Town Planning Scheme.
These centers have been arranged so that they are within 500m walking
. distance to the residential lots they intend to selVe. Due to the area being
heavily built up, only two sites could be provided for major shopping
areas. The Town Planning Scheme makes provision for the zoning out
of some of the smaller shops centers and corner shops on the basis that
they contribute to traffic congestion or the over provision of shopping
facilities in a specific area. Provision has also been made for the
establishment of setvice industries that are essential for the day-to-day
needs of the community. The scheme stipulates that these setvice
industries must not influence the surrounding residential areas and not
cater for the city wide area.
The shoPP41g zones have been divided into shopping in General
Residential, which allows for the development of flats within the bulk
regulations of the shopping zone. This increases the height within these
zones. The development of flats in shopping zones within special
residential zones should be limited. These shopping zones should fit in
with surrounding residential uses. This control of the development of
residential units in shopping areas both in General Residential and
.special residential influences the bulk CUlVe or skyline of the area. (See
Figure 38)
The main areas identified as shopping zones in the scheme are, The
corner of Hunt road and Moore road being Buxton Center. The land
lying between Brand road, Clark road, Devonshire Avenue and
Davenport road being Davenport Square Shopping Center.
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Subsequently the area between Noble rqad and Berea road has been
developed into a shopping area known as the Berea Center.
"Ll ...!!!!!-__
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SUIUleAN eUSINESS IN CENERAL IESIDENTIAL AREA
Figure 38: The form ofshopping centers in the Berea
~
(source Town Planning Scheme 1967)
The General Shopping zone in the Town Planning Scheme allows for
the development of the following activities on a General Shopping lot:
Institutional, offices, residential building, restaurants, and shops. The
development of the following may be allowed with a special consent
approval: dry cleaners, licensed hoteL laundry, parking garage, petrol
station, place of amusement, place of instruction, place of worship, shop
for sale of motor vehicles, setvice. industty etc. (See Appendix 3).
The purpose of establishing a General Business 2 zone along Umbilo
road is to buffer the General Residential area in the lower Bulwer area
from the General Industrial zone below it. The General Business 2 zone
allows for the establishment of business premises as well as light
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industrial buildings (See Appendix 3). The provision of a General
Shopping zone between Davenport road and Clark road along
Davenport avenue also provides a buffer between the industrial activities
and the residential activities in the B.erea area.
The Bulwer area provided 42 358 m1 of the 64 095m1 of shopping area
. for the Berea South area in 1984. Of this 55% was located in the area
between Davenport road and Moore road. Of the areas designated for
General Shopping in the Bulwer area, the only area that is not fully
developed is the Davenport/Umbilo area.
OPEN SPACE:
The Town Plantimg--8-cneme makes provision for Open Space through
the establishment of Play Lots and Active and Passive open space. The
. Town' Planning Commission's standards for children's playlots in
residential areas is 0.5 ha per 1 000 people. If these standards are
applied to the Bulwer area there is a deficiency of open space in the
area. Howeyer within the Bulwer area there are large areas of open
space such as the Bulwer Park which can be used by the children in the
area. The provision of open space in the Bulwer area is a serious one
owing to the high density in the area.
The development of Active open Space is also a problem due to the area
being densely developed. The residents of the Bulwer area will have to
travel to use Active open space. It is possible to improve the situation of
Passive Open Space by the acquisition of small areas of land for play
lots, but this is impossible for the provision of Active Open Space as the
areas needed are large. The acquisition-of land in the Berea is a problem
as the land is expensive. An example of this acquisition ofland is that of
the area al~ng Davenport Avenue between Clark road and Davenport
road. Residential properties in this area were old and due for
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redevelopment. The location of this site is a problem as people never
used the area due to it being located in the middle of a residential area,
with only limited access along narrow lanes. This has subsequently
caused the area to be rezoned for General Residential 2 purposes. Other
areas, that were acquired for open space, are areas along Noble road
which, like the area in Davenport Avenue, is poorly located. The only
. area that has any use is the area along Bulwer road and Bath road. This
area has been incorporated into the existing Bulwer Park.
TABLE 4: OPEN SPACE REQUIREMENTS FOR BULWER
AREA (1964)
OPEN SPACE TYPE REOUIREMENT AVAILABLE
IN HECTARES IN HECTARES
PASSIVE OPEN SPACE 77.04 61.3
ACTIVE OPEN SPACE 90.96 17.2
TOTAL OPEN SPACE 168.0 78.5
SOURCE (TOWN PlANNING SCHEME 1964)
The amount of open space required in the Bulwer area has not changed
significantly over the years due to the area being well developed (See
Table 4).
The authorities proposed that the community have access to school
grounds for recreation activities.
With the review of the Town Planning Scheme in 1984 the authorities
revised the standards of 2.83 ha per 1 000 people to and area of 2.0 ha
per 1 000 people. The reasoning behind this was:
• The availability of the beach. The authorities encouraged the
development of facilities along the beach front.
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• The provision of major recreation facilities outside the Bulwer
residential area: and
• Conclusions drawn from a detailed investigation of recreation
demands in the-residential districts of Old Line Suburbs
ROAD STRUCTURE:
. The Town Planning Scheme makes proVISIon for the closing of a
number of streets in the Berea area. With the review of the scheme in
.1984 the authority recommended that these closures only occur when
financially viable or when necessary. They also pointed out that a
number of lots gain vehicular access along these narrow streets. These
streets are also necessary for the maintenance of services.
5.6.2 DEVELOPMENT REGULATIONS:
The regulations in regard to building lines, side and rear spaces, and off-street
parking, have been designed to protect the character and amenities of the area
generally, but cases ,will occur when it would be an undue hardship not to grant
relaxation in certain respects. In fact if regulations are observed to the letter, on
certain smaller lots and lots on steep slopes, it would result in these areas being
considered undevelopable. The minor relaxation of regulations can result in a
better form of development.
COVERAGE
In the 1967 Town Planning Scheme the coverage for multi-unit buildings was
2()o~, this was to ensure adequate space around the building which would create
a better living environment for the community due to the following reasons:
• It would avoid the interference with each other's amenities;
• The provision of space on site for children's recreational purposes;
• Improve aesthetics of the area through the development ofgardens; and
• Avoid the distruction of trees in the area.
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Due to low coverage the General Residential buildings are somewhat taller
which leads to criticism of the low coverage due to the fact that buildings
interfere with each others views. The authorities however state that due to the
large spaces between building views are not obstructed.
With the review of the regulations in 1984 the coverage of General residential
was increased to 40% to create an area of high density. This was done with the
lower Berea/Bulwer area in mind. It was used to create a barrier between the
industrial area along Umbilo and the residential areas ofBerea South. A number
of developments that proceed the Town Planning Scheme have higher coverage
that the proposed 40% of the Town Panning Scheme. These developments
remain, but new development must comply with the coverage regulations
BULK FACTORS AND DENSITY CONTROL:
In the past, the Town Planning Scheme used the Floor Space Index system to
limit the bulk of buildings and indirectly the density of occupation of each lot.
Today the Floor Space Index system is considered outdated and has been
abandoned by the City Council. The Floor Space Index has been replaced by
the Floor Area Ratio in the Berea area as well as in the other areas of Durban
(See Appendix F).
The Berea area has been divided into two main areas, namely, the Upper Berea
and Lower Berea. This division is to permit greater densities in the Lower
Berea, while keeping the densities lower in the upper Berea. The standards are
slightly lower in this area but the amenity standards have not been lowered in
the passed ten years.
BUILDING LINES:
The standard building line throughout the residential area within the Berea
Town Planning Scheme is 7,5m, with the size and shape of many of the lots in
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the area being small and irregular. lbis has prompted the reduction in the
building line to 4,5m on sites that are small.
The objectives of the Building Lines in theBerea Town Planning Scheme are as
follows;
• The enhancement of the street picture by increasing the distance between
buildings on either side of the street;
• The land between the buildings and street becomes available for the
development of gardens and the planting of trees, thus increasing the
aesthetic appeal of the area;
• The distance between the buildings and the roads enables the streets to be
widened without unduly interfering with the ultimate aesthetic standard; and
• The areas between the buildings can be used for parking, while the areas in
front can be used for un-loading and parking which reduces the interference
with the general movement of traffic on the streets.
A number of the buildings in the stutly area are pre scheme and often do not
comply with the building lines. This causes problems with other controls such as
parking.
PARKING REGULATIONS:
Parking in the Berea has been a problem in the past, with developments
(especially multi-unit residentia~ commercial and industrial developments) not
having provided adequate off-street parking. The standards that have been set in
the Berea Town Planning Scheme regulate the minimum parking requirement
for both Shopping zones and General Residential.
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TABLE 5: PARKING REQUIREMENTS
ZONING PARKING
GENERAL RESIDENTIAL 2 1 BAY PER UNIT- .
GENERAL SHOPPING 1BAY PER 15m2 OF FLOOR SPACE
GENERAL BUSINESS 2 1BAY PER 150m2 OF INDUSTRIAL FLOOR AREA (1)
1 BAY PER 30m2 OF COMMERCIAL FLOOR SPACE
PLACE OF WORSHIP 1 BAY PER 8 PEOPLE OR AREA FOR SEATING
SOURCE (DURBAN CITY COUNCIL 1997)
(1) SEE APPENDIX 4:- offstreet parking fonnu1a for special shopping and general
business 2zones.
Due to the small size of the lots in the Berea area, developers can apply for the
relaxation of the parking standards. If the lot that is to be developed is less than
1 hectare, but greater than one half of a hectare the developer only needs to
provide 7S%.of the required parking stipulated by the regulations. If the lot is
less than one half of a hectare, then the developer only needs to provided 60%
of the required parking.
THE SPECIAL CONSENT PROCEDURE:
The Special Consent procedure allows the City Council to exercise it's
discretion as to whether a related land use can be developed in a particular
zoning. For example, the development of offices and commercial activities on
lots that have been impacted by the shopping zone around Davenport Square
Shopping Center. The City Council needs to take into account the effect of such
a development on the surrounding amenities. Such discretions are difficult to
exercise as they are isolated and there is no consistency in the policy which is
followed. Even if there was consistency on the part of the City Council, the
whole procedure is open to an Appeals procedure, whereby the applicant or any
other objector can take the decision on appeal.
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Within the study area there are three area were special consent use is allowed.
Fistly there are the areas around the Shopping and General Business nodes.
These area have been impacted upon by these activities. Secondly there area the
areas around Existing Use Rights, and thirdly there are listed buildings which
through Special Consent have been changed into offices to preserve their
architectural style.
LISTED BUILDINGS:
A number of buildings in the Berea South Town Planning Scheme have been
listed as historical buildings due to the type of architectur.al design and age. Most
of the houses that have been listed have been built in the Edwardian and Union
periods and were designed in a Victorian style (See Figure 39).
Figure 39: Listed building uses as offices along Bulwer Road.
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The City Council pennits these listed building to be used as offices where it is
unsuitable to remain residential. They allow this on condition that the buildings
are restored to their original styles, thus preserving them (See Figure 40).
Figure 40: Listed building uses as offices Along Brand Road close to General
Shopping zone.
ADJACENT TO SHOPPING ZONES:
Lots that are located close to shopping zones are impacted on by the increase in
congestion, traffic flows, pollution, noise and the demand for parking. Due to
these impacts the buildings can be used for related uses through Special Consent
applications. The development of these sites still has to comply with the existing
regulations as existing buildings are still used. Due to the use of these
regulations, the development of residential sites into commercial uses, result in
the required parking bays not being provided due to the size of the lots.
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TRANSTION ZONES:
Lots located near the Transition Zone (lots located near areas of mixed land use
and Shopping and Business nodes) are impacted on by increases in traffic
volumes, parking needs, cqngestion, noise .and pollution. The areas around the
Transition Zone can be changed (through special consent applications) to uses
that relate to those already in the Transition Zone. Like the areas around the
shopping zone, the change in land use has to comply with existing development
regulations.
In the study area there is also a Interface Zone running along Umbilo Road. In
this area lots have been impacted upon by the high traffic volumes and Light
Industrial activities in the area. Through Special Consent residential lots in the
area can be changed to surounding land use.
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Action area Plans will be developed for three areas in the Davenport precinct
where the most change has occurred;
• The area around the Davenport Square Shopping Center which has been
impacted upon by the commercial node as a consequence of the increase in
congestion, noise, traffic flows and pedestrian movement. The area that will
be looked at includes the activities along Brand road, Devonshire road, and
the offices along Davenport road.
• The area along Davenport road between Umbilo road and Frere road which
has been impacted upon by the interface zone of light industries along
Umbilo ro,ad. This area has a number of light industrial activities and listed
buildings which through special consent, are being used as offices.
• The area of Existing Land Use Rights at the intersection of Davenport road
and Bulwer road. In this area there ate a number of commercial activities
and offices using listed buildings as premises.
These Action Plans will set out guidelines for the integration of individual lots
through the provision of adequate parking, strong linkages (through positioning
of access points) and pedestrian movement channels so that a suitable
environment for people to shop and work in can be created.
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6.1. DAVENPORT SQUARE COMMERCIAL AREA:- ACTION
PLAN
The commercial area aroupd the Davenpo,rt Square Shopping Center is made
up of individual commercial activities (located along Brand road and offices
along Clark road, Davenport road and Devonshire Avenue). The commercial
and office areas around the center have no strong linkages with the center.
There are only two pedestrian access points linking the activities along Brand
road and linking Clark road and Davenport road. The activities along
Devonshire Avenue have no direct access to the center. The individual shops
and offices in the area have no strong linkages with each other due to the
individual development of lots and the barriers preventing access.
6.1.2 ACTION PLAN:
The action plan will be used to create an integrated group of existing
individual lots so that parking needs, pedestrian access and linkages
between lots can be provided. The Action Plan will use the Design
Principles that have been established in the previous chapter.
LAND USE:
The type of activity that will be encouraged to locate in this area are
activities that encourage, depend on, and support pedestrian traffic. For
example, public facilities such as post offices and libraries and
community halls that encourage people to use the area. The type of
activities should complement the activities already located in the
shopping center and should blend in with surrounding activities.
Residential land use in this area should be encouraged to change to
accommodate the activities mentioned above.
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PARKING:
Parking in this area is important as people will be encouraged to park
and walk. This will be achieved through the development of strong
linkages between _the activities ,and parking areas. The parking
requirements therefore are for small well located parking areas close to
shopping facilities (See Figure 42). The action plan makes provision for
. two small well located parking area behind the commercial activities
along Brand road. Access to these parking areas will be from Cohen
Avenue, Brand road and Davenport road. Vehicular access to these
areas will be limited to only two points per parking area, while several
pedestrian access points will be provided to allow for easy access to all
areas of the commercial precinct. The location of the parking area, in
relation to the buildings, will also allow for access to shops that need
direct access for vehicles.
The areas along Devonshire road and Davenport road are mainly made
up of offices and there for the linkage between building is not _as
important as. in commercial areas. The parking is provided in small
consolidated parking area at the rear of the offices with access from
access lanes (See Figure 43 & 44)
LINKAGES:
For good pedestrian movement within a commercial area there needs to
be strong linkages between activities. This also applies to parking.
Parking will not be used if it has no linkages with surrounding activities.
To create strong linkages in the Davenport commercial area, shops
should have direct, unhinded access by pedestrians. lbis is done by
..making provision (on all lots) for the establishment of walkways either
through the center of new developments or down one side of the lot
where buildings already exist. Provision has also been made for linkages
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between lots by creating walkways that link adjacent lots (See Figure
41).
The creation of these walkways encourages people to move through the
area and not use transport to get from one shop to the next. The
establishment of linkage~ with the shopping center is important. This is
. done by improving existing pedestrian linkages (See Figure 44). These
linkages need to be well defined, allowing people to identify these as
pedestrian linkages. Restricting the parking of cars near these entrance
points allows pedestrians to clearly see the linkages Align future linkages
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Figure 41: The establishment ofservitudes within
developments to increase linkages
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ACCESS:
Access is closely related to linkages. ID the commercial area along Brand
road, vehicular access has been limited to only two points. This will
reduce the conflict between vehicles and between pedestrians and
vehicles (See Figure 42). Access to parking areas has been located on
minor roads to reduce conflict. For the location of these access points
. (to parking areas along minor .roads) to work, the access points need to
be well signed. Pedestrian access on the other hand, has been increased
along Brand road, to allow for easier access to shopping facilities as well
as the parking areas behind the shops. Access points to the parking area
of the shopping center need to be improved to prevent conflict and
congestion along Davenport road and Brand road. The access points
need to be located so that they do not conflict with vehicles waiting at
the controlled intersection along Davenport road as well as the parking
area behind the First National Bank. There is also conflict also between
the number of access points to the shopping center and the access points
on the other side of the road. The number of access points on both sides
of the road ~eeds to be reduced.
BUILDING REGULATIONS:
The building regulations need to be adapted to allow for new buildings
to be located closer to the street (to allow for a more direct pedestrian
.access) and increase the area at the rear of the lot (to enable the creation
of parking areas).
Coverage of sites needs to be increased to allow for more of the lot to be
developed.The relaxation of setback to allow for developments to face
directly onto the street. The land use zoning should allow for the
development of mixed land use to enable the development of residentia~
offices and shops on the same site. This will increase the number of
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6.2. DAVENPORT OFFiCE AREA:- ACTION PLAN
The area along Davenport road is made up of residential lots, offices, shops and
light industrial activities. The buildings have been densely developed within the
General Business 2 zone along Umbilo roa~. A number of these lots have Light
Industry, shopping and residential activities in one building. Parking in the area
is provided by small on-site parking lots located at the rear of the buildings and
access·to these areas is along small access lanes.
Access to the offices in the area is from the pavement along Davenport road.
Access. and linkage between offices is restricted by walls and fences along the
street frontage separating buildings.
6.2.2 ACTION PLAN:
This Action Plan will establish an integrated area of offices and light
industry (through the use of consolidated parking areas, access and land
uses and adaptation of existing regulations). This Action Plan will
integrate the light industrial areas with the area's offices. This will be
done throug4 the use of consolidated parking, access and linkages.
LAND USES:
The main type of land use in this area will be office use, with shopping
uses in the Existing Use Right area at the intersection ofDavenport road
and Frere road. The creation of a shopping area at this point will
address the areas shopping needs. The type of shopping envisaged for
this area is day-to-day needs and services for the surrounding residentia~
and office areas. The General Business 2 zone along Umbilo road will
not only provide services and shopping needs for the office area but also
provide light industrial premises within the area.
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PARKING:
Parking in this area will be provided through the creation of consolidated
parking areas at the rear of the lots. Due to the size of the lots,
additional areas for parking will 1?e needed. This will be created by
consolidating the service lanes into the parking lots (See Figure 45). The
placement of the parking areas behind the office buildings will create a
. buffer between the commercial area along Davenport road and the light
industrial areas located in, the areas behind Davenport road and along
Umbilo road.
ACCESS:
Access to the parking areas will be along the existing access lanes. Th~
lanes that join both Davenport road and Umbilo road will be closed, to
limit vehicular traffic crossing pedestrian routes and reduce congestion
on these roads (by cars turning in and out of the access points to the
parking lots). These lanes that have been closed to vehicular traffic will
be used as pedestrian access only, to allow for a more direct access from
the parking ~reas to Davenport road and to the offices facing the street
and activities along Umbilo road (See Figure 45). The access to the
parking areas will be located along existing minor roads such as Frere
road and Davenport avenue.
LINKAGES:
Linkages in this area are not as important as in a shopping area, as
people come to the area for a specific objective and do not have to move
between buildings to achieve this. Linkages in the office area will be
through the consolidated parking areas which will allow the user to move
freely between buildings. The pavement will also be used as a linkages.
For this to work, buildings need to be placed close to the front of the lot
to allow for easier access to the building by pedestrians (See Figure 45).
The existing lanes and road system allow for linkages with other
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activities in the surrounding areas such as the shopping areas. The lanes
link the areas along Clark road and Davenport road together. The
creation of linkages that run between individual offices would increase
the access to both ,the offices and. the parking areas at the rear of the
building.
. BUILDING REGULATIONS:
The existing regulations that control the development in the area need to
be adapted so that developments can provide parking and access to the
users. Access to the lots can be provide by limiting parking in front of
the lot and decreasing the area between the building and the lot
boundaries. The coverage of the building needs to be controlled to allow
for sufficient space fpr parking at the rear. The height of the buildings in
the area need to be controlled so that the developments fit in with the
surrounding residential areas. The height of the shopping areas (at the
intersections of Umbilo road -and Frere road) can be increased to create
focus points within the area. >
The development of new buildings, both offices and light industrial in
the area, need to allow for access from both the street front and the
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EXISTING USE RIGHTS AREA:- ACTION PLAN
The area is made up of individual residential lots along Davenport road
and Bulwer road. A number of these residential lots have been changed
to office use through special consent, due to the buildings being listed or
due to the impact on them from surrounding activities. The commercial
facilities have located in this area due to the Existing Use Rights that
- occur on the corner of Davenport road and Bulwer road. Parking in this
area is in the fonn of on-site parking. Due to the lots being originally
residential the limited provision of parking in this area is a problem.
Access to most sites is from the street and is restricted by physical
barriers. The area has no strong linkages to the surrounding parks,
school and playing fields.
LAND USE:
The type of activities in this area should be the kind that blend in with
the surrounding residential dwelling units, such as small corner shops,
neighbourhood shopping facilities, service activities (that do not impact
on neigbour4tg lots) and offices. Any further commercial development
should take place along Bulwer road, as this road has better access and
linkages with possible parking areas on the opposite side of the road.
The residential character should be kept along Davenport road by only
allowing residential dwelling units to be used as office developments.
. PARKING:
Due to the type of activities in the area, a large amount of parking is not
required. The offices in the area are mainly professional practices which
do not generate large volumes of customers and traffic. The only area
that will require a fair amount of parking is the commercial areas on the
corner of Davenport road and Bulwer road and the Art Gallety in
Bulwer Park (on the opposite side of Bulwer road). Parking at the Art
Gallety and offices in Bulwer Park can be provided by providing a
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parking area along Bath road which runs behind the Art Gallery (See
Figw.e 46). This parking area can also be used by people using the park
as well as the commercial area on the opposite side of Bulwer road,
provided good linkages and acces.s are established between the two
areas. Small numbers of on~site parking can be provided in the are~
which would provide parking for the office uses in the area, but a larger
. parking area needs to be developed for the proposed restaurant that is
being developed in the Existing Use Rights area. This can be done by
incorporating adjacent sites into the development to provide a
consolidated parking area.
ACCESS:
Access to commercial facilities in the area is established due to these
facilities having been there before the Town Planning Scheme was
established. The commercial facilities have direct pedestrian access from
the road. lbis has been created by the buildings having been built on
the street front. Offices on the other hand (like most offices in the
Davenport Precinct) have poor access due to the barriers and buildings
been setback from the street. This is due to the nature of the building,
namely being of a residential nature that has been turned into
commercial use. These barriers need to be removed to allow for stronger
linkages and access. Areas in front of office developments need to be
open, allowing easy access to buildings by pedestrians.
LINKAGES:
There are no strong linkages between the activities on either side of
. Bulwer road. These linkages need to strengthened by creating pedestrian
links across Bulwer road and pedestrian links between the parking areas
and commercial activities within the area (See Figure 46). The
commercial and community facilities outside the area (such as the school
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CHAPTER SEVEN
CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter the main points of this report will be summarized to give an
overview of the fmdings. Within the Durban Metropolitan Area certain
residential areas have been impacted upon by the increased demand for
industrial and commercial land. 'This demand within the built up areas of
Durban has caused the spread of commercial activities into the residential areas.
The change in technology and the use of the private vehicle has also influenced
the move of business out of the C.B.D. where rent, crime and congestion are
high. 'This move (of business into the outlying residential areas) has caused a
number of problems.
The examina~ion of the Davenport mixed land use precinct (which is located
near the transitional zone between light industry and business and residential-,
use) has deduced that the area is affected by the movement of non-residential
activities into the area to create a Mixed Land Use precinct. The introduction of
these non-residential activities increases congestion (through the increased use
ofvehicles by people going and coming from work, as well as people shopping
in the area). The increase in congestion is also created by commercial activities
in the area not providing sufficient parking (due to lot size, poor policing of
standards, and the use of previously residential buildings for offices and shops
which do not allow for sufficient space for parking).
People interviewed within the Davenport area indicated that access to facilities
in the area was restricted due to crime levels within the city as well as the use 'of
residential dwellings as offices and shops. These perceptual barriers created
areas of private space in front of shops and offices where potential customers
felt that they could not enter. The linkage of facilities was also a problem, with
pavements being the only pedestrian linkage between activities. These
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pavements were poorly maintained with untrimmed trees and street furniture
blocking the path of pedestrians. The parking of cars on the pavement was also
a problem, as it obstmcted pedestrian flows, as well as obscured access points.
The land use in the area varied from office use to medical and light industry.
The major commercial area was the Davenport Square Shopping Center which
created the most problems, namely congestion, pedestrian movement, access
and linkages. The center had limited access and linkages to surrounding areas.
The only pedestrian access to surrounding areas was along a walkway that ran
through the middle of the shopping center. The location of activities in the area
also depended on the type of activity. The light industrial and service industries
are located near Umbilo road, while the medical and commercial activities are
located around the Davenport Square Shopping Center. The offices are
randomly located throughout the area from the light industrial area to the area
around the shopping center.
The Davenport precinct falls under the Berea South Town Planning Scheme. It
provides two tools for the development of the Berea South Area. Firstly the
zoning scheme, which restricts the type of uses that can be built in the area.
These restrictions help to prevent externalities that are caused by the location of
non-conducive activities together, such as light industrial areas (that create
pollution and noise near residential areas). The study precinct is zoned General
Residential 2, with a General Shopping zone along Brand road and General
Business 2 along Umbilo Road. The General Residential zone allows for the
development of any type of residential dwelling from detached housing to flats.
The areas was zoned General Residential 2 to create a buffer between the upper
residential areas ofBerea South and the Industrial zone in Umbilo.
The second tool is development regulations which control the form, intensity
and location of individual buildings on a lot. The intensity of development is
controlled by the following regulations, density, setback, bulk factor and floor
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area ratio and building coverage. The location of buildings on a lot is controlled
by the setback, building height and coverage. Other factors such as parking,
access, and landscaping are also controlled by the Town Planning Scheme in
order to provide a safe environment for peqple to live in.
The problem with the existing Town Planning Scheme is that it controls and
encourages the development of individual lots, and does not encourage the
development of lots in a group to provide good access and linkages between
individual lots. Due to the increased pressure for change in land use (in the
Davenport precinct) the authorities allowed the change of the use of the land
through Special Consent applications. The authorities allowed these Special
Consent application for the following reasons;
• The impact of the interface zone along Umbilo road. The surrounding
residential areas were being affected by the congestion, increase in traffic
flows, pollution and noise created by the light industry along Umbilo road. It
was for these reasons (and the existing General Business 2 zone) that the
authorities allowed surrounding residential lots to be used as light industry,
service industry ~md offices.
• The areas around existing shopping zones, namely the area around
Davenport Square Shopping Center, which was been impacted upon by the
increase in traffic flow, parking needs, and pedestrian movement. The areas
affected were mainly opposite the center along Brand road, Clark road,
Davenport road and Devonshire avenue. The types of activities allowed to
locate along these roads (opposite the center) were shops and offices.
• The use of Listed Buildings as offices. Listed buildings, were buildings
identified by the authorities that had architectural value and were worth
keeping. The authorities allowed these buildings to be used as offices as they
would be renovated and kept in good condition. These listed buildings are
located throughout the study area but mainly along Davenport road.
• The Existing Use right area within the study precinct are areas that were
used for commercial purposes before the Town Planning Scheme was put in
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place. The authorities (through the use of the Town Planning Scheme)
rezoned these commercial areas to General Business 2 but where shops
existed they were allowed to remain.
The use of these individual residential lots as commercia~ light industIy and
service industry caused problems with parking, access, and linkages between
faciliti~s. The planning regulations did not allow for the establishment of
integrated developments throught the provision of combined parking areas,
access point$ and linkages between individual lots. The regulations (through
control of the type of land use permitted in an area) prevented the mixture of
land use types and prevented the creation of a more vibrant and accessible
environment for the people to live in. The use of setbacks prevented pedestrian
access from the street as well as the linking of adjacent buildings. The control of
the existing regulations were limited, thus many individual lots did not comply
with regulations creating problems for the surrounding activities.
Design Principles for the integration of individual lots into a group of activities
were set out in chaI;>ter 4. Design principles for parking requirements, focused
on the creation of consolidated parking areas (using a number of lots to create a
parking area that services a number of shops and facilities). Parking was
removed from the front of developments to create better access for pedestrians
by reducing the front setback. The linking of development together was
achieved through the creation of walkways, running through the middle of new
developments, allowing direct pedestrian access to shops and parking areas. In
existing developments, walkways were created along the side setbacks to link the
front of shops to the parking areas at the rear. Linkages and access points were
also made more visible through the removal of parking areas along the street
(where access points are located) enabling the pedestrian easier access. The
Design Principles suggested in this report have been developed not only for the
Davenport area but with a little modification can be used in any mixed land use
area.
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Within the Davenport precinct these Design Principles were used to fonnulate
Action Plans for four distinctive areas where change in land use has occurred.
The principles were used to integrate existing developments on individual lots,
so that they provide adequate parking, linkages (between adjacent buildings) as
well as the major activities such as the shopping center within the area, create
clear access points.
In summing up the dissertation, it has been shown that the development of
individual lots in a mixed land use area is influenced by existing land uses. The
side-by-side development provides neither adequate linkages, access nor
parking. The existing regulations (which promote individual lot development)
need to be adapted to allow for the development of a more holistic view of an
area of mixed land use. The creation of new Design Principles needs to be
introduce to create linkages, and access between lots as 'well as provide adequate
parking facilities.
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APPENDIX A
District of Columbia Zoning Regulations for Mixed-Use District
District of Columbia Zoning Regulations for'Mixed-Use Districts
600 GENERAL PROVISIONS
600. t llll~ purpose of Ih(~ "mixed-use (CH) lone ,Iislrid
shall he IOt~m:our;IKeadivcrsil)' of cumlMlihlc ';lIHI
lIses. whit:h may ill(;ludt~ iI mixlurc, of rcsidt!tlti.11.
oHi(:c. rdail. wUI!ational. Ii~hl ifHluslriill. .lnt!
nlhl!f misl;cllal1COlIS US'lS.
500.2 Ut!',lllnpl1lcnl shall be guided by an approved puh·
lit: policy or plan a III I IhrollKh lht! liSt! of Ihe
pl.lllrwd unit dC\'t!lopnwl1l. spf!t:iill c.'ll:l:cplinn. or
Clthl!f site pl.1II n!vic\..· I.Hue:t!ss.
-)()O.J By tht! USt! of the puhlil: fI!\'if!W .1nd pJ.lllnin~
IK)WI!fS. 11u: pm\'isions of lhis dl.lpkr .IIso shall he
inh:ndl!d 10 do tlw fulJowin.::
t"·1 Ill:Ip cn!ille,mOljor IWW n!sidl!nliill and mh:t·,I·
US" an!'ls in plilOnl!d Im:alinns .11 ..ppmp~i;lh!
Ilt!nsilil:S. hd~hts. ilnd l11ixtun'~ of Wil'S:
Ih' EIH:lHlr.1~1! tht! prt!SNV,llion anet n!h.lhilil'llllll1
of slruc:hJn!S of hislnrit: or ;trl.hilt·l.fur.11 llwril
in Iht! ()i~frid:
(cl EIH:oUr;}~I!;In'as dp.\·oh·tI prim,lrily In Pt·tll'~lri·
ans h)' sep;lriltin~ Pl!(It~slri.1I\ ;1fIt1 \"l:hicIII.H dr-
l:u);,lion p,llh~rns .11111 hy n!tluirin~ off·sln·l!t
poIrlil1).; SI'.ll:I:S in olC:l:nrd'lllu~ \\'ith lhis oh;l·t>
ti\"l~ and wilh tlH~ uhit'i:li\'l~s of sp('(.ific oHl'.1
plalls;
Id) Elu:nura~t! fh~xi"ilily in ,m:hitt'(:lur.11 ch·si).:1I
and huildintt bull; Pn)\'icletl. th.11 Hit! dl:si).:ns
and hllildinK hulk sh;tlll"~compollihll! and h..,·
rnnniuws with all;ninin,.; dt!\·I·lulll1lcnl m'er Iht:
CR clislrit:t a5'a ",hull::
(e) M;lle n":'l:re.ltinn .In·as more acccssihll: 10 t'll!
CH cliSlril:fs n:sitlmlts' and vi!iilors: and
(I) In a \'iuil:ly of W;lyl'O. cre.)tc environmenls cun-
dud\'e 10 a hi..:ht:r quality of life ami t~l""inlO.
rnl:nl for tL"Sidents. businesses. emplu}·rcs. olnd
instilutions in Ihe Disllil:t of Culumhia 'IS Sp(~­
Hied in Uislrid pl,lns and policies.
on... TIw eR dislricl shall he applit:d In sdt!t;tetl Ken-
JUapltil: afl'as when: a mhlure uf USt!S anti buildinJ(
den~ilics is intcndl!d In carry out dl!mrnts or the
dly's de\"elupment pl.lns. including gOills in cm-
ploymenl. populiltion. tritnsporlalion. housinK.
lJublic facilities. and cnvimnmcnl.I' qualil}'.
QCI.S A CoR district may be Ilx;alctl on the pt!riphery of Ihe
'.cnlral Emplnyml!nt Area.
00.6 In (;crtain of Ihese areas. as dl~siRnatednow or in thc
fUlure by public plans and polides. R mixture of
u~cs and building densilies shall be intended to
prumole and prulL''CIthr. public health. safely. (:1111-
vl:nience. order. prosperily. and general wclfMe uf
the communily as hf!St acr.omplished lJy tilt: eR
Ilislrie:..
f)O.7 Ext:t:pl as I'ruvielt~cJ in (:haplf:rs 23lhmu~h25 of Illis
Wit:. in Iht: eR c.listrif:1. no huilding or pn:mist:s
shall Le USf!d and no LuildinK shall be crc<:led or
altcn~d thilt is an'lnKcd. intended. or desiKllcd 10 btl
used. t!Xt;t~1'1 fur one (I) ur more of tlw USt!S lish:d in
§!ir,ot thmuHh 617.
It USES AS A MAITER OF RIGHT (CR)
11.1 l11e following uses shilll bt~ pcrmith~das.1 mi.llh~r uf
riKhl in a eR uislricl:
(01) Dwelling. flat. or mulliplc uwelling;
Ih} Rooming or boarclinJ.: house;
Ic) Communily ccnlm;
(dl Ilotel or inn;
le) Church or olher place of worship;
(I) Retail sales or servit.:es not specifieu in §fi02
and §§605 thl1'lugh 617;
(gl Offic.;
(hI Prival. school or trad. school;
fi) Private duL. reslauranl. or fast·food reslauranl;
Ptoviued. that a fast-food restauranl shall 110t
include a drive.through:
liI Artist's sludio;
Ikl Privat. or puLlic Ih.at.r;
(I) Boal dub or marina;
Im) SWi~ming poo'l;
(n) Recreational building or use:
(0) ""rk or op.n space;
(pI Library;
tCI) Museum; Dnd
Ir) Embassy. chancery. or inlernatio~al urWlni:t.a-
lion.
601.2 In addition to th~ uses provided in §fiOI.I. the
fulluwinR USIlS also shitllHt! pI:rmiltecl.ls a malhlr of
ri~hl in a eR districl:
la) Yuuth n!sitltmtialt:are home, I:ommunilv rt!si·
dmlC:r. fadlil)·. hc:ahh (;are f•.u:i1ily. or I:m~~rwm.
ey shdh:r for nnt more lhan four H) persons.
not indtI(Jill~'nlSidt!ll1 supervisors and t)wir
farnilil:s;
Ihl Youth residl!Oliill c:aw humt:. r.ommllnil\, n:si-
dencc f.H:i1ily. nr Iwalth «:an: f"dlily fur fivf: (51
to fifl4:lm (15) penons. nul il1f:hulinM n:siclt:llt
sUlu:rvisors .lnd their fiHllilies: Provilll~d. Ihal
IItt!n~ shall he no prnpt:rly umt.lininK'Hl exisl-
inK I:Olt1nHlnil~·-t ...sed n!sidt~lIli;11 f.u:a1ity for
fi\'e (51 or nHln~ pt:rsons in Ihl! silnw ~IJII;Ul! .1Ile!
th.11 lht~n! sh.11I ht! nu proJ":rl}' l:flnt.lIl1in~ ;111
t!xislin)( uJnlmunil)'.b.ISI!cI fl:sicll~nti.ll f,H.ilily
(or fi\'e ISI or nlUn~ (It!rsons \\'itllll1 .t r.ulllls of
fh'c! hundrt:el ft~t 1500') frum.llly portiollll( Hw
sulli'!t:1 prOpt:rt}': OInll
11:1 Child IIt~",·r.lopml·nl t:enlr.r.
601.3 t\u:r.ssur}' uses IindudinK ,,;ukin.:). ;u:e:I:~~lIr~·
hlliltlilllo:~.or acr.essory strur:lun:!i I:uslonl.lrily int:!·
cll:ntal and suhurdin.llc 10 Ih,~ I'rilll:il';11 IISt·S pl'r·
milled in SS6UI.1 ami r'OI.2 sh;dl hl'llt:rJOItlt:d .IS it
m,lltN of ri~hl in a CR Ilislrit.1.
601." Sllbil~d 10 Itu: pm\'isions uf §2S01. rnt:c:h.lltu:al
amuscnH:nl rn.u:hilh!s sh.11I h,~ lu~rlllitlt:ll.'!i.1 rn.-atkr
of rifthl in a CR distric:t as .u:ct~ssor}· uses hI Ifw
followinK US,!s:
(.1) IIntd or inn:
(hI Hetail Sol":' or scn'it:t:s not spt:cifil:d in SfiO~
8n,1 §V>05 Ihnlllgh 617;
It;) Reslauranl or privalc dub:
(cl) Bual duh or rnarin.l;
I-I BllwlinK alh,y; and
(f) CHlle~l! or unh·l:rsily.
601.5 A child dc...·eluJllllenl homc sh'lll hi: permith:d as a
m.llfer of riftht dS an 3Cc:cssory use in a CR district:
Pruvided. thallhe dwellinK unit in whil:h the child
dC"'c1opnu:nl home is IOt~h:d shall he the prindpot)
residence or Iht~ c:an:givcr. Hnd tfat: use ~hdll ollwr-
wiS(! meel rhe derinihon of a home Ot;t:up.ltioll.
602 PROIIIBITED USES (CR)
602.1 nlt~ following uses shall be spcdfic:ollly prohibiled
in eR dislricts:
(011 Anim.ll huspil,ll or veterinarian:
tbl Car wash. a~ a princip.. 1 us~;
le) Chemical manufadurinR. storage. or lJistrihu·
lion:
(c11 Drive-in cslillJlishmp.nl (an)' eSl.lhlishnwnl
whl:n.: guods or services am wnderctl din!c:llv
10 occupanls or molur ....chides while in Ih~:
vchidt:s);
(c) El1anu:lillK. pldlillK. or painlil1K (t~xt:l:pl ;lflisl's
studio).•15 a prinl:ipill use:
(f) Mith:riill salvi"lge;
(K) Ollltloor ;Ilhcrtising or billhoard as a princip,11
lL-.e;
(h) OUldour mattnial stllrage;
(i) Packing or craling operations ilS i1 principal
use;
liI ParkillK lot;
(11.) Gasoline service station:
III Smelling or rendering;
(m) Carling. express. moving. or hJulin~ terminal
or yard. execpt a cO(lpelali\'c central delivtlry
or pir.k.up s)'slcm for Roods or merchandise
5uldy lu serve businesses in the i"lfl!a:
In) Any induslrial use prohibilcd in an M district:
(0) Any use firsl pcrmitlcd in the M uistrit:l;
(p) Any esli:lblishmenl Ihal has as a principal USP.
Iht~ administrlllion of massi.I~es; and
(cJI Sexually oriented business establishment.
§§603-604: RESERVED
605 PLANNING OFFICE REVIEW (CR)
605.1 Wherever Ihe provisions of §§606IhrouKh 617 re-
quire rcfcrrLlI of an application 10 the Office of Plan-
"inK for coordination. review. and reporl. tlw cour-
dination, review. and rCJJort shall consider the
rollowing:
lal Whelher Ih. proposed us. lurlhers the ubjee-
lives of the mixt:d-use distric:l;
(hi 1llC n~lalionship of Ihe proposed u~e tn otlwr
planninK (:nnsidmaliuns for 11u: Mea anti lhe
Dislricl o( Columhia 'IS a who It!. including Ihe
pl.lOs. programs. and polil:h:s of olhp.r dllpart-
Intmls and aKI~nl:iesuf Ihe Dislrit:t J.,:O\'ernrnt!lIl;
le:) nll~ impact of Ihe pnJposf:d site pl;1I1 011 Iwi~h­
horing prupertit~s:
Id) nu: prolKJSI!d Sill! plan. indlldillJ.: 11ll! n:lilliun-
ship of tJifflm~nt uses on "lI! ... ill!: 'lIld
fl:1 An}' olht!r mi,lh!rs Ih.lt .In: wilhin th~! ()ffice's
iuristlidiun.
6nS.2 Wlwre"'cr Ihc provisions of §§fiOfi llirough til7 n:.
lIuire n~fl!rral of an application hr Ihl: Offit:l! of
PIJllllinK lu the Ile. ()t~polftnH'nl of 1~lhli(. \\'orls.
Ilu~ n:porl h)' llu: 1>':I'.lrlllu:nt of 1~lhli(; Worls to Ilw
OHic:I: uf PI.lIInin~ sh.tllandude ttw f4lIlo\\'lIl~ 111.11·
h:r~ n:ldh:cI tu tr.lI1sport.ltilln iUld Ilw t:IWiroIHlll'III:
fil) Considcrilliuns of Ihp. trJffic..: 10 I": J.:t:f1t'rilkd
anti ils impac:l:
fit' The Ilx:.1Iion and clt:siKn of \·,·hind.lr ;wn'ss
.1nll parkinl( f"c:ililil!s;
11:) TIll! numher uf pillkinK iI"cllo.ulilllo: f,ll.ililil·s:
Id) l1w In!.llnu:nt uf II11h1k spal:(!:
It:) TIle d\'.lil.thilily of st:wI:r .llId \\',III:r 1:.lp.II.llv:
Ifl l1u! impad on air qUollil>':
hd nU! puh·nti.:1I nuise fnun c:olllnwrt:i,ll. Indus·
Iridl. and traffic souru:s; and
fhl An)' olher l1lolllers IhJI are within tilt! IlI'pall-
nu:nl's jllrisdit:lion.
606 JlOSPITAI.5 AND CUNICS (CRI
f)(}fj.l lIospilal ur clinic u~e sh.dl hi! pf'rmilh:d in .1 eR
tli~lricl when aUlhuri7.t~1 hy Ih~ BC).;1f(1 uf ZonillM
AcJjuslmcnt in Jt:corclancl~ with the condilion.__
sIH:t:irietl in §3108 of (:haphlr 31 uf I'lis tilll:. if llw
Board considers that this use i~ appmpri;lh! in fur·
ItlllrillK rhe ohjectives of Ihe mbu!cI·use cli~tricfs.
5ubjc.'t.:t 10 the pnwisions of this section_
606.2 nle hospital or dinic use shall b(! loc:alcd so th;1l il
is nol lilr.ly to lH:t:omt! ohjl...'clionolhll! to surround-
ing and nc.uby pnJpl:rty Lt.>t.:Juse or nuisc.lr;affic:. or
....."king.
606.3 There shalllH~a cltmlonslraled Ih:1!d fur IIIe f"d Ii I}'.
606." The applic:ant shall submit 10 Ihe Bu.ne! a ddailf~d
pl.ln for the hospital or dinic and ;u:ccssory f.u:ili.
lies. showing Ihe following:
1.1) l.ocation. heiKhl, and hulk of illl imprcwe-
ments. incluuing hut not limited to buildiuKS.
park inK and 10adinK facilities. succnin~.si):lls.
and public utility facilities: and
(h) A description of the activities to be carried on
at Ihe hospilal or clinic:. indudinK Ihe capilci.
lit~S of Ihe various facililies wilhin the hospilal
or r.Iinic.
606.5 Befure takinK final action on an applit~;llioll ror
huspital or clinic: use. the Ho.nd shall rdt:r Ihl!
applicalion 10 the D.e. Office of PI;lOnin~ for coor-
dination. review. and report.
606.6 The report of the Office of PlilnninK shall indutlt?
the reports and rL'c:ommendalions uf Iht! D.e. DI~­
piutment of Public \Vorks. as well as otlwr dl:parl.
menls and aglmdes of Ihe Disfricl govcrnnwnl a:;
appmJlrialc.
606.7 Ddore laking final actiun on an appliGlliun for
hospilill or clinic use. the Boaru Sh;lll refer Ihe
application to the Offi(:e of PlanninR fur fl!view ;11111
report by lhe Oepartmenl of lIuman Hcsourc:es Olt
the need for Ihe facility as wdl as thH s~ccjfi,
d.sign 01 Ih. lacilily,
§607: RESERVED
608 lITlLITIES (CR)
608.1 Use as an electric subslation. nalural gas regulator
slalion, public utility pumping slation. or tele-
phonc exchange shall be permilled in a CH dislrit.:t
wh.n aulhori ••d by the Board of Zoning Adjust-
menl in accordance with Ihe conditions specifjed
in §3 I 08 01 chapl.r 31 01 this till., il Ih. Board
considers rhat this use is appropriatt: in furtherinK
the objeclives or the mixed-use districts, subject 10
Ihe provisions of this section.
· . ---'., .. '
609 BOWLING ALLEYS (CR)
609.1 Use as a bowlinK .1llcy shall bt~ pt!rmilh.·d in 01 eR
district wh~n authorized by lh~ Board of l...uninK
Adjuslmenl in accordanco with the conditions
specified in §3108 01 chapler 3101 this lille, i1lh~
Board considers that this use is appropriate in fur-
therios the objectives of the mixed-use districts.
subj«1 10 rhe provisions of Ihis st..'Clion....
610 MANUFACTURING AND PROCESSING
(CR)
610.1 Use lor Iighl manulacluring, processing, labrkal·
inK. or milling shall be pcrmith!d in a CR -4lislrkt
when aUlhorized by Ihe Board of Zoning ,"Iiusl.
ment in accordance with Ihe conclilions spl!dfil:d
in §J108 0' chapll,r 31 of this tille. if Ih"'llo,,,,1
considers Ihal this use is appmpridle in furllwrin);
the ubjt~ti\'t!Sof the mixr.cI·ust! districts. subjed hJ
Iht! pm\'isions nf this st."t~liun..
611 WAREIIOUSES AND WHOI.ESALERS (CRI
611.1 W.m:houst! or wholesale use shall ht~ pcrmith:tI in ..
CH dislricl whcn 3ulhorized h)' 111I~ Board uf ZlInin).:
Adjustment in dccorcl.tnce wHh tlw comlitlOns
spt.-cifil!J in §JIU8 of ch... ph~r 31 uf Ihis tillt:. if lhl!
Buard considt!rs thill Ihis use is appmprialt: in fur·
IlwrinK Ihe uhil~ti\'es of Ihl~ mhl~ll,usl~ dbuu:ls.
suhjt!'l:1 tu tl!l: l'nlvisions IIf Sfi 10 uf this Lh.lph·r.
612 BUILDING SERVICE TRADES (CR)
fit:!.1 l!se for Imiltlin)t scr\"ic:l~ Iradl·s. indudiuK bill nol
limite,d tu plumher. elet:frit:iOln. t:"h~rmilhtt{)r. or .tir·
c:onclilitlnlnR n\f~:h.,"ic. sh ...1I be pt!rmillt!cI ill d CR
cli~lrH:t ..... ht:n .mlhmizt.od b)' lilt! Buartl of ZuniuM.
Adiuslll1t~ul in dc:c()rd.\II1:t~ with Ihe t;ondiliuns
Spt'(:ifil!11 in §JIUH uf c:haplt'r 31 tlf Ihis litlt:. if llu:
ou.artl c:nnsidl:rs lh.llthis USI! is OIppn.pri.lh~ in fur·
Illl'rinK Ihe uhil'(:lh..~ of the mixr.d,usl~ Ili~tru.1s.
suhlt:ot:l tu Iht~ pnl\'isinns of Sfil0 uf Ihis Lh •• ph·r.-,
SI3 RESEARCH AND TE~TING (CR)
i D.l \V.m,lwuse! ur whuleSolle USI! sh.. 1I ht! IM~r",ilh!'l1 in .•
CH Ji~trit:1 when aUlhuri7.r.t1 hy Ihe Uuanl uf :t.oninK
Adjuslml!nl in accortl ... ncc with Ihe condilions
spt!t:ified in S310H of c:halllt!r 31 uf Ihis lille. if tfu~
IJu.ml c:onsitlt'rs Ihdlthis u~e is al'propri ... tc in fur·
IherinM the ubi«tivl.'1i of Ihe mixl~d-usc IJislricls.
sulJjL'(:1 10 Ih~ provisiuns of S610 of Ihis ch.lplt-r.
.14 VEIfICLE SALES AND REPAIR (CR)
H.1 Us~ ror aulumolJilc ur l1Iulurcyd~ sales ur repair
sh..1I be pcrmillL-d in a eR \lislrid wflen ... ulhurile:11
by Ihe Uoard of Zoning Mjuslmenl in au.ord.lllLc
wilh Ihe condilions slM:'Cified in §3108 of chaph:r
31 uf Ihis tille. if Ihe nUolul cunsiders Ihal this use is
appropriate in furthcrinK Ihu olJjl~c1i\'cs of IIU!
mi"t~-use dislricts. SUhjl!C':llo Ihe pruvisions of Ihis
St!t;1ion....
15 COLLEGt:S AND UNIVERSITIES (CR)
5.1 Collt.-gc or university use shallOt! pt~rmiltl.~1 in,l CH
dishicl when .lullwri:t.ed 11)' the ()u.ud of Zonin~
Adjustmcnl in dccoul.tnce with till! t.:ondilinns
sp..~jlied in §3108 of chapler 31 ollhis til"'. if Ih"
Uuartl considers Ih;ltthis USe is allPruJlriillc in fur·
thering Ihe ohjt.·<:tives of the mix,!(I'U5t! tli-.trif:ls.
suLjl:ct to Ihe pnwisions of Ihis sec;lion, , , ,
6 COMMUNITY-BASED RF..5IDENTIAI. FA.
CILlTlES (CR)
Lt nH~ following cah~gories of uses as a c:ommunit)'-
based msidenlial f;lcilily shall he permitted in it Cl{
distriel when authorized by the Uuard of ZonillK
AJjuslment in ar.c:ordant.:e with Ihe c..:onditiuns
specified in §3108 or t.:hapter 31 of Ihis lille. ir the
Iluard consid~rs Ihal Ihis use is apprnprialt! in fur-
Ihering Ihc oLjl.'t.:li\·es of Ihe mixed-use districts.
subjet.:t lu Ihe provisions of this st.'t.:tion.
,18-629: RESERVED'
HEIGHT OF BUILDfNGS OR STRUC-
TURES (CR)
Excepl as provided in this section. Ihe height of
buildings and slruclures shall nol exceed ninety
I..",t 190'~
Freeslanding. primarily ground-supported siKns
shall nol exce"d Iwenly leel 120') in hei~hl.
I Inlhe eR dislricl,lhe height of buildings and strue-
lures shall be measured as provid~d elsewhere in
Ihese regulalions, excepllhal heighl shall be mea·
sur~d to the highesl point of Ihe roof excluding
parapets nol exceeding five rccl IS') in' heighl.
630A "spire. InlA?r. dome. pinnac:l~. or mll1drel servinl(
as an o1n:hih~turalembellishment. rddin or Ich!\·i·
sinn lower. chimney. or smokt~slackmay be en."CIL-tI
lu a hl~ighl in eJlcess of ninety ft.-et (90'l ..
630.5 If "reet",l;'r enlorged os provided in §639, huusing
ror mechanical equipmenl or a stairway or elevalor
penlhouse may be erec.::led to a heighl in ext.:css of
Ihal authurizell in Ihe districl in whkh it is located;
JlnlVitled,lhallhe housing ur penlhouse shall be sel
back fmm all lul lines 01 Ihe 101 upon which the
slruc:lurc is !ncatt.'1J a distance equal to thdr respt.."C-
live heighls abClve the roof of the 101> slory.
630.6 The roof slructures shall nol I~xr.t.~d ei~hh~n ft'et
5ix im:hl!s (18' f)-) in hl!i)(ht abo\'e Ihe roof upon
lA'hidl thcy are ICM:aled.
631 FLOOR/AREA RATIO (CR)
fiJ1.1 In tilt! eR distril:t. Ihe f1uor.an!.. wlio uf dlllJtlild-
inKS and slnll:tun!s on a 101 shall 1101 1·'u:I!1·d six
1f).0t. not mun~ Ih,lIl Ihn'1~ (3.1J) uf whkh mdY hI!
USI!cI for Illlwr 11);111 n~sidenlial purposl·s.
631.2 For thl~ purposes of Ihis st't:tiun. Ihl! term "rt·sicll:n·
li.lt purpuses" shall inc:lude uwdlin..:,s. f1,IIS. multi·
pie clwldlinJ.:s. roumill).; .allll hOoUuillM hOllSf·S.
l:ulUmUnil)'·h,lse·tI n.::.iclcnli.II f...t:ilitil!s. inns..llul
)(1I1:sl nNlm iln'as ,,"d se~rv1t:c dn~.IS wllhln hUlds.
631.J Fur IIII! purpllscs uf Ihis sL'(:tiun. the: dlluw.lblt! n~~i·
Iltmlldl.lf1d IHmll!sidl:nli ...1hull uf .I (]( dislrid m.I\·
ht~ dpporHul1l!J ht:hn'(:ntwu (21 ur mUll' lols in 111I'
So.II1W SCJllilf\!. n")C.trdll~SJ uf the~ nnrm;llltnlll.lllOn on
(ltMlr dn'd: P'r'O\·iclctl. Ih... t lhe aAAIl~~atl! n·sill.!nti.11
and nunn~itll!nli,11 IInur .m~a m.ay nul 1:~t:t't!tI Ihe
ooro1<&1 limils fur th,! CH district.
fi31..& .'\ t.()\'I:n.1I11 rUllninK with Ihe 1.1I1t1.II1II.IPl'lil:.thlt·to
all pmp,-rlil~s in\'ol\'l!C1 in 1111: appurtionment ~h.11I
bl~ t:J,I~utccl 0)' ... 11 uf lhe IJwnt~rs of Iht! luoIH·rtil·"
dJHlll1I! DistriLl ~u\'.!rnmenl priur 10 Ihe iSSUdnt.C uf
"ny huiltlinM permits. nlt: I:U\'I!I1i1l1t slt.11I he for tlw
purl'U!if! of insurin).: Illollllw lelt,,1 floor .In'., dUI:S nut
t: ..ct...!t1 the luuits applil:.Jlllt~lu n:sidenli.II.u,,1 nun-
n·sich·nli.11 USI~S.
§632: RESERVED
633 REQUIRED PUBI.IC SPACE AT GROUND
LEVEl. (CR)
6l3.1 An ~n:a Ct:Juh'altmtln Itm I"!n:r.nl (ILr~1 of 111t~ luldl
IUI an!a shall he pnl\'ltll:d fur all new d,~\·elopflH:n1.
633.2 11,e area ror new tle\'t:lopmcnt sho111 Le lucaled im-
mediately acl~lr.ent tu Ihe 1l13in elllranc:e tu till! prin.
clpal build inK or slrut.:lure on Ihe luL and sh,,1I
serve as a Iransilional spa(:e bt:lwl!t~n Ihr. st,.."Ct ur
1)t~llf:stri,ln riJ;hl-or-w3Y and Ihe builtlinK ur slruc·
lure.
6J3.3 TIle olrea (or new tfl~\'elopmcnl 511 .. 11 ht~ ftlMm lu the
sly or have 01 minimum \·I~rtic..alc1t!iuance of one (1 I
slury or ten f.."C1 (10'l
6J3.~ 11,e arc. sholl be suilahly ligh"'d and I.,"hca""d
fur public..: use and ",3y be utili7.e:d fur lempor"r)'
commercial IJisplars.
li33.S l1w Sp.1U! sh.11I he 0pl~n antlavail.lblc 10 Ihe ~1'IWfdl
puhlic: on a c;ontinuous wsis.
63).fi 11le area shall nlll 'M~ charKI~d againstlhe Kmss fllMlr
area of the lJUildinK.
634 PERCENTAGE OF WT OCCUPANCY (CR)
fi3 .... 1 No slrue:lun:. induding ac:t.:I~ssury buildin~s. dc-
vukd 10 n.'sitlt:nli;ll use shall uc:t.:upy mure Ih ... n
se\'l:nl)'-fi\'e perc..:enl P5'Xd uf the lul upon which il
is ItKdh:d.
63 .... 2 For Ihlf vurpuses of Ihis st."t.:tiun. the pcrcenl,lge of
IUI c.x:cupanc:y m.1Y IJt-: cakul ... lcd on ol hori7.ontal
plane located .11 tlu: lowl!sl Icvel wheru residential
uses bt~Kin.
63".3 Fur the purposes of Ihis Sf!C.:IiUI1. "residential us,~s"
shall incluJe dwellings. flats, mulliplc dwellings.
rooming anti boarding houses. huspitals. alld
communily·based rcsidcnlidl facilitit~s,
635 PRIVATE RESIDENTIAL RECREATION
SPACE (CR)
635.1 Private residenlial ret.:realion space shall be Ihdt
spac..:e suilably et:luipped and devoted 10 acti\'c or
piJSsive recreation for the residents of a pdrlicul ... r
residential building or strudure.
635.2 Private residenlial recrealion space may be localed
at ground level. on or above Ihe residenlial plane.
on rooftops. or within the building or struclure:
Provided, Ihat seventy pereenI170')(,) of Ihe luIal of
this space shall be open 10 Ihe sky.
635.3 An area equal to filleeCl percent (15%1 of the Kross
floor area dcvoled 10 residential purposes shall be
provided as private residential recreation space.
635." For Ibe purposes uf Ihis 51'!Ctiun. ",..!sidmUial pur-
poses" shall include dwt:llinKs. flats. multiplt~
JwclliuJ(s. rouminK anJ boardinK housl~s, and
community-based I'\!sidential facililies.
636 REAR YARDS (CR)
636.1 .... rear yard Shdll he provided for I!ach n~sidcntial
building or structure.
636.2 \Vhcn Ihe resit":nlial use bt:Kins ilt or bduw grade.
Ihe minimum dl~pth of rear yard shall Le thmt~
inches per fool (rift.) uf \'I~rtical clistal1t.:c frum thl!
mt!an finished gradt~ at the midcllt: uf tlu~ rear of thl~
slruc.:lun: Iu tlw hiJ,:hl!st puint of th.! main runf. but
nol less Ih;lI1lwel\'~ fl!C1 (12l
fi36.3 When IIH~ n~sitlt:nlial USt! begins ahO\'I~ ~r;lflt!. Ilm
minimum deplh of n!ar ~'af(t shall IH! Ihn:t' indll:s
pt!r fuoIIJ-!H.) uf \'I~rtic:al tlist;lI1l:1~ fmm Ilw horizun·
1..1 pl.uH! upun whiLh Ihl! resicJl!lIliillust! ht'Kills 10
Ihl! hi~hl:sl poinl of the m.lin ruof. hili nut h:ss th.1II
Iwdn: fl:I~1 (12'~
G3Ii .... TIlt! n~oIr )'anl undl:r §ti3fi.3 sh,IJlI~! provillt:d .11.1lle!
ahovl! Iht! n:sillcntiill pldnl:.
n:Jli.5 In IIU! I:asl: of a thmuio:h lot or ... c:urlwr 101 .lhullill).:
Ihn:t: PI ur muw stn~I!IS, no n!;1f y;1fC1 sh.11I IH! n!·
(Iuin:d fur ,lilY huiltlinJ.: ur strtll:ture.
tiJ61i Fur IlU! lIurP051'S of this sl!'l:tiol1. "rt:sitll~nti.IIIUlitd­
inM ur stnll:luw" sh.11I indutle thOSI~ IIs"d as or
inh:ntlt!cI In IN: uSI!d .'5 th\'.~lIinJ(s. fl.lts. mulliplt!
dwdlin..:.... nMunintt and IHldnlinlo: huusl:s. htlspi.
lOlls. huleb. inns, ;wd l.ummunity·IMSI:t1 n·sidmlti.ll
fadlilil~s.
637 SlDt: YARDS (CR)
tiJ7.1 l'u silt.~ )'"rcl shall IN~ n~luirt:d for .lny !'Iolrlll.lun:
IUI;.ah~cl in a CH llistrkl.
631.2 1f.1 sich~ )'i1rtl is pmvitll:tl. ils minimum \'\'illth sll.11I
be Ihn:t: indll~s pl~r fCM.t p·,ft.llIf hd..:llllIf builtlillJot.
hul nol Il'ss Ih.m l'iJotht ft'I:1 (".~
638 COURTS (CR)
638.1 Wllen: o1n uptm UJurt is IJrU\'illcd ill a CR dhlrid,
1h., C:Ollrt sh,,1I h.l\'c tlu~ fulluwinJ( minimum dj·
nu:nsions:
la) Residenlial builclinK:
3 inches pl~r fool of hei.:hl u( LUur!. hut n(Jlll~ss
Ihan 10 I""t
(hI Ilulel and olh"r ""rmin"d huilding:
2\12 iru~hl~s ller foul nr hciKht of I:nurl. hul nul
less Ihan 6 fe"t If:rr.,lol
638.2 Where a c1nsl.'tJ t..:ourt is pnwilled in a CR t1istrid.
the court shall h.wl: Ihe fullowinK minimum di-
mensions:
lat Residenlial huilding:
Wilhh:", iOl:hes pl~r fool uf hdKht of t.:ourl. hUI
nol less thJn IS fect
An~a: 'TWice 1111: sfjllan~of the wquiwd wicllh of
court dimension
Ibl lIulcl and utlwr permilh:d huilding:
Width: 2l.1z inLhcs per funt of hei~hl of t.:lHHt.
but nul II!sS than 12 feel
An.:d: Twit.e IIw squ,uc of the wquired width of
court dinH!nsion
636.3 Fur Ihe: purposes of this sl!f.:liun. "resitlt:nlial huild·
ing" shall indudc those uSI~d as or il1h~ncll:d lu he
used as dwellings. flals. multiplc ch'o·ellings. room-
ing and lxAlrding huuSC5. huspilals. and c.:unununiiy•
ba.st:!tl residential fadlilies.
638.-1 In Ihe casn of a lmilding de\'oted tu Lolh residenlial
anJ nonrcsidenlial uscs. the minimum wi(lth and·
area or a r.ourl shall be compuled as folluws:
la) \VflCn Ihe wsillenlial and nonresidential uses
are located on dHferenl f1uors of the building,
Ihe width and are,l requircmenls shall be cum·
puted for each use 011 the plane of eac.:h floor of
the building: and
(L) When Ihe rcsidential and nonresidential uses
are loc..:ated on the same fluor of Ihe building.
Ihe width and area re4uireOlcnls for Ihat plilne
shall be computed based on Ihe requirements
for residenlial buildings set forth in §§6J6. t
and 638.2.
638.S No required opening for the admission of light and
nalural ventilation shall optm onlu a court niche
where lhe ralio belween Ihe width of court niche
and Ihe depth of court niche Is less Ihan two 10 onc
12:n
638.6 No portion of a court niche shall be farther than
Ihrre feel 13') from a poinl where Ihe courl niche is
less than thn.", feel 13') in widlh.
$.... +., .... / ••. )0 -.'*"',PI 'T(FHP1fO,,",,'4 h'"...,.... ~"";n;.•. 8· ii ,...,.~.~-~--------
APPENDIX B




MASTER OF TOWN AND REGIONAL PLANNING
UNIVERSITY OF NATAL (DURBAN)
THE PURPOSE OF TIDS QUESTIONNAIRE IS TO GATHER
. RELEVANT INFO~fAnON TO ANALYSE AND EVALUATE
THE COM1vIERCIAL ACTMTIES ALONG DAVENPORT ROAD
AND AROUND DAVENPORT SHOPPING CENTER.
ALL INFORMATION GIVEN WILL BE DEALT WITH IN
THE STRICTEST CONFIDENCE.
Please indicate choice with a X were applicable.







2. REASON FOR LOCATING IN THE DAVENPORT
AREAS?
1 PROXIMITY TO CLIENTS
2 RENTS
3 CONGESTION OF CBD
4 BUILDING REGULATIONS
5 CRIME
6 CLOSE TO OTHER BUSINESS
7 OTHER














4. NUMBER OF PARKING BAYS ON














5. NUMBER OF PARKING BAYS














SECTION TO BE COIVIPLETED BY INDIVIDUAL
EMPLOYEES.
INDICATE ANSWER WITH A X
QUESTIONS ANSWER





























SERVICES (Post office etc.)
ENTERTAINMENT(l'estatu'wlts etc.)
MEDICAL SERVICES
RECREATION (pw-ks, open space)
OTHER




4. ARE THESE FACILITIES EASILY ACCESSIDLE?
YES I
NO (ifNO l(ive rellsons below)





6. HAS THE AREA SUFF1CIENT PARKING?
YES I
NO









RESULTS FROM SURVEY OF DAVENPORT AREA
l' TYPE OF BUSINESS -
TYPE OF BUSINESS N°(l) 0/0
1 RETAIL 20 19.8
2 SERVICE 29 28.7
3 CAFE 2 2.0
4 PROFESSIONAL 19 18.8
5 MEDICAL 5 5.0
6 BANKING 3 3.0
7 ENTERTAIN1vfENT 2 2.0
8 INDUSTRIAL 13 12.8
9 GARAGE 2 2.0
10 VACANT 6 5.9
TOTAL 101 100.00
(1) NOT INCLUDING ACTIVITIES IN SHOPPING CENTER
-,
2~ REASONS FOR LOCATING
IN DAVENPORT AREA?
1 PROXIMITY TO CLIENTS 19 47.50
2 RENTS 6 15.00
3 CONGESTION IN CBD 2 5.00
4 BUILDING REGULAnONS 0 0.00




1 LOCAL 11 27.50
2 CITY WIDE 23 57.50
















MORE THAN 10 1 2.50
TOTAL 40 100.00
4: NUMBER OF PARKING BAY
FOR EMPLOYEES












MORE THAN 10 1 2.50
TOTAL 40 100.00
5: NtThffiER OF PARKING BAY
FOR CUSTOMERS -
PARKING BAYS N° %
NONE 28 70.00
1 0 0.00









MORE THAN 10 1 2.50
TOTAL 40 100.00
6: HOW DO PEOPLE GET TO WORK
MODE OF N° %
TRANSPORT
1 CAR 27 67.50
2 BUS 2 5.00
3 TAXI 0 0.00
4 LIFT CLUB 5 12.50
5 WALK 6 15.00
6 MOTORBIKE 0 0.00
7 BICYCLE 0 0.00
TOTAL 40 100.00
7' PLACE OF RESIDENCE
SUBURB N° 0/0
SHOP WORK LIVE




3 !\;flJSGRAVE - 1 - 2.50
4 ESSONWOOD - 2 - 5.00
5 MORNINGSIDE - 1 - 2.50
6 SYDENHAM - 2 - 5.00
7 WESTVILLE - 1 - 2.50
8 DURBAN NORTH - 1 - 2.50
TOTAL 8 20 12 100.00
8: THE USE OF THE DAVENPORT AREA FOR.,
OTHER ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITY > N° (1) 0/0
1 SHOPPING 36 90.00
2 BANKING 32 80.00
3 PUBLIC SERVICES 0 0.00
4 ENTERTAINMENT 0 0.00
5 MEDICAL 19 47.50
6 RECREATIONAL 0 0.00
(I) RESPONDENTS GAVE MORE TIIAN ONE ANSWER
9: ACCESSIBILITY OF FACILITIES
ARE FACILITIES ACCESSIBLE N° 0/0
1 \'ES 32 80.0
2 NO 8 20.00
TOTAL 40 100.00
10' CONGESTION IN THE AREA
IS THE AREA CONGESTED N° 0/0
1 NONE 0 0.00
2 LIGHT 18 45.00•.
21 52.503 1vfEDIUM
4 HEAVY 1 2.50
TOTAL 40 100.00
11: CONDITION OF PAVEMENTS
AND WALKWAYS
ARE THE PAVEMENTS AND N° 0/0
WALKWAYS \VELL KEPT
1 GOOD 0 0.00
J FAIR 28 70.00
2 POOR 12 30.00
TOTAL 40 100.00
12: USES OF THE AREA AFTER HOURS
DO YOU USE THE AREA AT N° 0/0
NIGHT
1 YES 1 2.50
2 NO 39 97.50
TOTAL 40 100.00
APPENDIX C













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































"1 W i I
APPENDIXD
Durban City CouncD BuDding Regulations
...
C,ITY OF DURBAN STAD DURBAN
TOWN PLANNING SCHEME IN COURSE OF PREPARATION







........................................................................................ TEL. NO: .
DESCRIPTION: .
NET SITE AREA: .
ADDRESS: .
GENERAL TOWN PLANNING INFORMATION
ZONING: GeN~ {t.g;,~.~'t:!~/\?TI.VIk 2., .
"' I "PLOT AREA RATIO: : .
COVERAGE: q.r?~/t?.: .
MIN. BUILDING LINE: 7.).£.: .
MIN. SIDE SPACE: 3.~ O:f. !.J.J.:lI.V1 ~ .£iO'Q{ ~ M:~:.~ {.5".~ ..: .
MIN. REAR SPACE: ~M. : )1.2.~ p~ f~.9..O'.( .
MAX. PERMITTED HEIGHT: f::..!../!.t ..: :,: : , .
PARKING REQUIREMENTS: .:: J {1Ay ~ ~.Y.':':~ : .
NO. OF UNITS: ?-.~J.~ A..'!eC1 ~ S.s:..: ..
REMARKS: 1 "The controls given above are those specific to the land use zone in which the property falls. However,
attention is drawn to the Town Planning Regulations where, in certain cases, additional requirements can
be called for at the discretion of the Executive Director (Physical Environment) and no information re-
corded above can be taken as comprehensive. Specific detailed information can only be given in respect
of an application after it has been lodged showing the detailed proposals of the development.
Note 1: This information has been compiled at the above date, but as the Town Planning Scheme is in course of pre-
paration it may be amended from time to time.
Note 2: The information given is in respect of Town Planning requirements only and must not be construed as indi-
cating requirements in terms of the City Council's By-Laws or the National Building Regulations.
INFORMATION COMPILED By . CHECKED BY: ' ..
Durban Carpn. P.E. 3
CITY OF DURBAN STAD DURBAN
TOWN PLANNING SCHEME IN COURSE OF PREPARATION






........................................................................................ TEL. NO: .
DESCRIPTION: .
....................................................................................... NET SITE AREA: .
ADDRESS: ...................................................................................................................................
GENERAL TOWN PLANNING INFORMATION
ZONING: Gr.e.~.e;R.,AL '5.t±.o..p..P...t.~.&..: .
PLOT AREA RATI·O: 1.,.5..: .
COVERAGE: Sf!..~/tl. f.o..~ ~G:{?.ff? ~ cf.(~.r;,,~ ..\ ~~/() f??~ .
MIN. BUILDING LINE: 7f.t; fug Pl..f.r.-:G? :s..~ $f<±Q.r..S t O'.Eet?-:.t;;:5··T···········.. ···
MIN. SIDE SPACE: ~~ ~.~ !?N ?~..!.p.tt.E:e.y.; .
MIN. REAR SPACE: S.Ir.':':). J..E ~.~ P.~.(.g:te:f..y..~ .
MAX. PERMITTED HEIGHT: ~jA: : : .
PARKING REQUIREMENTS: A.<; P ..e.R. s.a+ED.lA.~t.::;: .
NO. OF UNITS: ~..!A .
REMARKS: 1 "The controls given above are those specific to the land use zone in which the property falls. However,
attention is drawn to the Town Planning Regulations where, in certain cases, additional requirements can
be called for at the discretion of the Executive Director (Physical Environment) and no information re-
corded above can be taken as comprehensive. Specific detailed information can only be given in respect
of an application after it has been lodged showing the detailed proposals of the development.
Note 1: This information has been compiled at the above date, but as the Town Planning Scheme is in course of pre-
paration it may be amended from time to time.
Note 2: The information given is in respect of Town Planning requirements only and must not be construed as indi-
cating requirements in terms of the City Council's By-Laws or the National Building Regulations.
INFORMATION COMPILED By .. CHECKED BY: ..
Durban Carpn. P.E. 3






........................................................................................ TEL. NO: .
DESCRIPTION: : .
......................................................, NET SITE AREA: .' .
ADDRESS: .
GENERAL TOWN PLANNING INFORMATION
ZONING: 0r.'?:.~~ :..B.\,!.\SJ..N~$.S z..._ .
PLOT AREA RATIO: .\.1.£': ·· ·····.·· ..·..· .
COVERAGE: .f':-!...e..~ .._ J .
MIN. BUILDING LINE: O.Y:::'). ..· .
MIN. SIDE SPACE: t:!. ..B..R. .
MIN. REAR SPACE: t:-? ~..~ .
MAX. PERMITTED HEIGHT: :::?.S..'f:04 .. , .
PARKING REQUIREMENTS: .....•..t €~~ J..~.~~ ~-t..J~~~~(k~R.!.tQ6A .. t .
NO. OF UNITS: t!.J4 , .
REMARKS: 1 "The controls given above are those specific to the land use zone in which the property falls. However,
attention is drawn to the Town Planning Regulations where, in certain cases, additional requirements can
be called for at the discretion of the Executive Director (Physical Environment) and no information re-
corded above can be taken as comprehensive. Specific detailed information can only be given in respect
of an application after it has been lodged showing the detailed proposals of the development.
Note 1: This information has been compiled at the above date, but as the Town Planning Scheme is in course of pre-
paration it may be amended from time to time.
Note 2: The information given is in respect of Town Planning requirements only and must not be construed as indi-
cating requirements in terms of the City Council's By-Laws or the National Building Regulations.
INFORMATION COMPILED By . CHECKED BY: .
Durban Carpn. P.E. 3
CITY OF DURBAN STAD DURBAN
TOWN PLANNING SCHEME IN COURS"E OF PREPARATION






........................................................................................ TEL. NO: .
DESCRIPTION: .
....................................................................................... NET SITE AREA: .
ADDRESS: ...................................................................................................................................
GENERAL TOWN PLANNING INFORMATION
~ONING: : P..L.lr-.~ PE ~~§.tt:1.f?_ .
:~~:::: ~~~I.~:.::::~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
II1IN. BUILDING LINE: 7,.£.M .
\IIIN. SIDE SPACE: 3.~ .. ~ : .
IIIIN. REAR SPACE: ~.M .
JlAX. PERMITTED HEIGHT: ~.)A:.: : .
)ARKING REQUIREMENTS: J BAy Pet 8.: J?e?e~ It.~A. ..g.f ..S?AT!~4- ~ ~ ~ 4- .
~O. OF UNITS: N.j4 .
IEMARKS: 1 "The controls given above are those specific to the land use zone in which the property falls. However,
attention is drawn to the Town Planning Regulations where, in certain cases, additional requirements can
be called for at the discretion of the Executive Director (Physical Environment) and no information re-
corded above can be taken as comprehensive. Specific detailed information can only be given in respect
of an application after it has been lodged showing the detailed proposals of the development.
Dte1: This information has been compiled at the above date, but as the Town Planning Scheme is in course of pre-
paration it may be amended from time to time.
t»te 2: The information given is in respect of Town Planning requirements only and must not be construed as indi-
cating requirements in terms of the City Council's By-Laws or the National Building RegUlations.
FORMATION COMPILED By .. CHECKED BY: ..
Durban Carpn. P.E. 3
APPENDIX E
OfT-Street Parking Formula for Sp~cial Shopping, General Shopping
and General Business 2 Zones
In the case of shops and offices in Special Shopping, General Shoppingand General Business 2




There shall be within the curtilage ofthe site sufficient parking facilities to provide
one parking space for every 15 square metres oftotal floor area of such shops and
offices, provided that where such total floor area exceeds the equivalent of30%
ofthe area ofthe site, parking for such excess floor area shall be provided at a rate
of one parking space for every 30 square metres of such excess; and provided
further that in the case of shops or offices converted to use as such or extended
in size, the parking filcilities in accordance with this paragraph shall be based only
on the totallloor area ofsuch converted or extended area of shops or offices and
shall be 'provided at a rate of one parking space per 15 square metres of total
converted or extended floor area up to the equivalent of30% ofthe area ofthe
site, unless already provided at this rate, whereafter the rate shall be one parking
space for 30 square metres ofthe total converted or extended floor area;
Where the total extent of the shopping'zone in which the site of the building is
situated, whether or not such zone is intersected by any street, is less than one
hectare but greater than one halfof a hectare, there shall be within the curtilage
ofthe site sufficient parking filcilities to provide parking spaces at the rate of75%
ofthe requirements ofparagraph (i) hereof and 60% ofsuch requirements where
the total extent ofsuch shopping zone is one half ofa hectare or less.
The requirements ofparagraphs (i) and (il) hereof shall not apply in respect of
General Shopping zones in the Point Lanes area and General Business 2 zones
where there shall be within the curtilage ofthe site sufficient parking facilities to
provide one parking space for every 30 square metres ofthe total floor area of
such shops and offi.ces.
The total floor area and the area ofthe site shall be calculated in accordance with Clause 23(7)




• The area is calculated using the site as well as a portion of the street reserve.
The irregular shape of some of the street reserves as well as the width of the
roads and angles of intersection make it difficult to calculate half the road
reserve area;
• The system has no control over the number of dwelling units permitted on
the site, this allows developers to crowed a large number of smaller units on
to the site to increase profits;
• The sites located along wide streets and on the corners have a decided
advantage to properties situated on narrow streets and in the mid block; and
• Areas adjacent to open space have also made representation for the
inclusion of half the area of open space to be included in the site area, this
would caQse over development in these areas.
The system of Floor Area Ratio takes the total area of the site and multiplies it
by the Floor Area Ratio in order to determine the total floor area of building
permitted on the site.
To avoid the development of as many units as possible within the Floor Area
permitted, the Berea Town Planning Scheme limits the number of dwelling units
permitted on a site. The number of units is related to the total floor area.
The limit on the number ofunits per site, as well as an increase in the total floor
area in the Berea area, encourages developers to provide larger flats. This would
also encourage a better class of development within the Berea area.
The Floor Area Ratio is calculated on a sliding scale with a higher ratio for
larger lots. This increase in the Floor Area Ratio for larger lots encourages the
consolidation of smaller lots, which has the following advantages;
• Architects have greater freedom of design on larger lots;
• The consolidation of smaller sites will avoid the constant application for
relaxation of building lines and space around buildings;
• The units can be designed along more generous lines if the building is large;
and
• The development of larger·buildings along a street is more attractive than a
number of individual buildings in close proximity to each other.
